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① 
“So this week’s story is 

about 3M, where people 
are working overtime to 

make N95 masks.”

“Think they can get one 
to us for a shoot?”

“Um, they’re kinda busy? 
Maybe you haven’t 

noticed—we’re in a real 
crisis right now.”

“Oh, wait—I actually have 
some here. Want me to 

bring one over?”

“If by ‘bring one over’ you 
mean ‘leave it at my door 
for a contactless pickup,’ 

then yes.”

[A day later]

“Yeah, this is the wrong 
N95 mask.”

“What?”

“This is for construction. 
Medical ones are blue.”

“Wow … OK. And I 
thought I was prepared.”

[A day later]

“I’ve gone through about 
80 pages of Google 

results. Nothing.”

“Worst case, we can 
render one. That won’t 
work for a hospital, but 
it’s fine for a magazine.”

[A day later]

“Got it! I found a box of 
expired masks in the 

basement.”

“Great. When did you 
get them?”

“9/11.”



Your investments 

deserve the full story.

Numbers tell 
only half the 
story.

Strategic investing takes us beyond the numbers. That’s why over 4251 of our experts go out in the 

fi eld to examine opportunities fi rsthand—like a biotech company’s advancements that could lead to the fi rst 

allergy-free peanut. Our rigorous approach helps us select and manage investments for our funds.

Put our strategic investing approach to work for you today. 

troweprice.com/fullstory | 1-877-872-5475

Consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses carefully before investing. For a prospectus 

or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this and other information, call 1-877-804-2315. Read it carefully. 
1 Investment professionals as of 12/31/19. 

All funds are subject to market risk, including possible loss of principal. 

T. Rowe Price Investment Services, Inc., Distributor. 
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Bloomberg Businessweek March 30, 2020� IN BRIEF
○ The U.S. government agreed on an economic stimulus 
package valued at more than

○ Airlines worldwide could
lose revenue of

$252b
from the pandemic
this year, according to
the International Air
Transport Association,
which called the crisis
more severe than
anything the sector
has ever faced. � 15

○ SoftBank founder
Masayoshi Son unveiled a

$41b
plan to sell off assets and
shore up the business’s
crumbling market value.
The fire sale includes the
disposal of about $14 billion
of shares in Chinese
e-commerce leader Alibaba.
Son also explored ways
to go private, the Financial
Times reported.

○ Airbus suspended its
dividend payout for 2019
to conserve cash and said
it would tap a new line of
credit, giving the plane
maker access to €30 billion
($32 billion) in total funds
as a buffer against slowing
demand from airlines. The
company itself isn’t seeking

ernment bailout, but it
en to aid as a fallback.

○ Intel has
dropped plans to
buy back as much
as $20 billion
worth of stock
over the next
15 to 18 months.

○ Bill Ackman said he’s
invested $2.5 billion in
the stocks of companies
including Lowe’s, Hilton
Worldwide, and Starbucks.
The U.S. activist investor is
betting that the economy
will recover from its virus-
induced slump.

○ Croatia was struck by its worst
earthquake in 140 years. The temblor
damaged the facades of many 19th
century buildings in Zagreb, the capital.

○“I can’t jump
in front of the 
microphone and 
push him down.”

Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious 
Diseases, in a Science magazine interview, on correcting President Trump’s 
misstatements about the coronavirus.

○ Autoworkers in Wuhan, the city where the novel coronavirus first emerged in 
December, take their lunch break on March 23. China said it would end the mass 
quarantine of the city on April 8. Its province, Hubei, has reported no new infections.

Repurchasing shares has become a 
politically prickly topic. Democrats 
demanded that any aid from the 
government be conditioned upon 
buyback curbs, saying that companies 
should use funds instead to support 
their workforce. � 12

The plan includes assistance to 
companies including airlines, aid for 
hospitals, and direct payments to 
lower-income Americans. � 8, 12

Meanwhile, Rand Paul of Kentucky 
became the first senator to test 
positive for Covid-19; two other 
Republican senators he exposed went 
into self-quarantine.

a gov
is ope



By Benedikt Kammel

○ The 2020 
Tokyo 
Olympics will 
be delayed by 
one year.

5

○ Neiman Marcus is
considering filing for
bankruptcy, according to
people with knowledge
of the matter. The luxury
retailer has struggled with
a crushing debt load as
consumers continue to
shift to online purchases.
Neiman manages
43 namesake stores
across the U.S., as well as
two Bergdorf Goodman
stores in Manhattan.

○ French cartoonist Albert Uderzo
died of a heart attack in Paris at the
age of 92. His popular Asterix comic
books, about the adventures of a
French village defying occupation
by the Romans, became a global hit,
selling millions of copies in more than
100 languages and spawning movies
and a theme park.

○ The Purchasing Managers Index for the euro zone
dropped to its lowest level since the measure for
manufacturing and services was inaugurated in 1998.

This is a difficult moment. Maybe
you know someone with Covid-19
or others who have struggled to get
tested. If you’re healthy, I hope you’re 
socially distancing to help flatten
the curve. ¶ Meanwhile, we’ve all
watched the markets tank, businesses 
come to a screeching halt, our daily
routines get upended. Working from
home always sounded great, until
it became the new normal. Just
months ago, an historic yet unloved 
bull market lulled us into thinking that 
stocks only went up. How distant and 
quaint that time already seems. For 
so many, the future looks far from
certain—dire even, especially for small 
businesses. ¶ Here at Bloomberg
Businessweek, not even our prescient 
coverage of the coronavirus (“We are 
so not ready for this,” we wrote on
our Feb. 10 cover) could prepare us 
for the speed with which the global 
economy would succumb to the
pandemic. The magazine’s staff and 
our colleagues at Bloomberg News 
are rising to meet the moment, and 
we’ll continue to cover the fallout of 

irus from every angle. (We’ll keep 
ng you a few nonvirus stories, 
f you haven’t already, download 
loomberg app for more insightful  

rting and for access to the
azine on mobile. ¶ From all of us, 
se take care of yourself and your 
d ones. By bringing out the best in 

one another, we’ll build a better world.

� EDITOR’S LETTER
○ Occidental Petroleum 
named former CEO 

Stephen Chazen as 
chairman. People 
familiar with the 

matter say the company is 
nearing a truce with activist 
investor Carl Icahn that will 
see three new directors 
appointed to its board.

Joel Weber
Editor, Bloomberg Businessweek

Since their inception in 1896, the 
modern games have never been 
postponed, though they were 
canceled during both world wars. 
It’s the biggest disruption of a public 
event since the coronavirus pandemic 
began. Japan has spent more than 
$26 billion to prepare for the games, 
according to some estimates.
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A D V E R T I S E M E N T

When Amanda Ludwiski heard the upstairs smoke alarm, her fi rst 

thought was, “That has to be a mistake.” It was a Friday morning, and 

the mother of two was buzzing around the kitchen of her Indiana home, 

managing breakfast and preparing for her son’s fi rst birthday party.

 “I couldn’t see or smell anything that would indicate a fi re,” says 

Ludwiski. “But with two young children, I wasn’t going to take any 

chances. I grabbed the kids and headed straight for the front door.” 

 She soon realized there was no mistake. Her home was on fi re. It 

started, Ludwiski later learned, when a loose electrical connection 

in a dining room wall sparked the blaze. Smoke, sealed inside the 

walls, had wafted up and out a vent on the home’s second fl oor, 

triggering the alarm.

 “That’s why we couldn’t smell it, even though we were right 

there,” says Ludwiski. “That smoke alarm was the only reason we 

were aware there was a fi re.”

 Red Cross volunteers installed that smoke alarm just months 

earlier, at no cost to the Ludwiskis.

Many people equate the Red Cross with 
large-scale natural disasters like hurricanes, tornadoes and 

fl oods. But the vast majority of the 60,000-plus disasters it 

responds to each year are home fi res. With that in mind, and 

knowing that working smoke alarms can cut the risk of death by 

half, in 2014 the Red Cross launched its Home Fire Campaign, 

which has saved more than 700 lives, largely through the 

campaign’s Sound the Alarm smoke alarm installation and 

home safety visits. 

 “Experts agree that people may have as little as two minutes to 

escape a burning home before it’s too late,” says Gail McGovern, 

President and CEO of the American Red Cross. “That’s why we 

raise awareness year-round about home fi re safety.” 

 To fulfill its lifesaving mission, the Red Cross relies not just 

on volunteers and community partners, but also on generous 

corporate donors such as this year’s national partners, Delta Air 

Lines and Lowe’s.

 For more on how you can help, visit SoundTheAlarm.org or 

contact your local Red Cross chapter. No experience is necessary 

because the Red Cross trains volunteer teams before they head 

out to visit homes. 

 “It’s truly a meaningful team-building activity to give back in the 

community and to help save lives,” says McGovern.

 That’s something Ludwiski has experienced fi rsthand. “After 

our fi re, Red Cross volunteers came to check in on us,” she says. 

“They’re doing such good work. To be able to see how that helps 

people—I think it was pretty heartwarming for them.”

2 Million Smoke Alarms

700 Lives Saved

Zero Cost to Families
The American Red Cross helps protect the 

most vulnerable from home fires and needs 

you to Sound the Alarm. Save a Life.

The Americ an Red Cros s thanks it s  Sound the Alarm par tners :

The Ludwiski family was saved by a smoke alarm provided by the American Red Cross. 



The proactive contributions of our 

Annual Disaster Giving Program members 

ensure the Red Cross can help people prepare 

for, respond to and recover from disasters—

LQFOXGLQJ�KRPH�Þ�UHVuDQ\WLPH�DQG�DQ\ZKHUH�

Annual Disaster Giving Program Members

© 

6XSSRUW�'LVDVWHU�5HOLHI�WRGD\�DW�UHGFURVV�RUJ

All corporate service marks used with permission. 288101-01 3/20
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◼ REMARKS

● Commerce is on hold as we battle 
the virus. Here are ways to help 
companies outlast the pandemic

● By Peter Coy

the more livelihoods will be broken, in some cases irreparably. 
President Trump said on March 24 that he would like the U.S. 
economy “opened up and just raring to go by Easter,” which 
is April 12. However, the more we ease up on quarantines and 
social distancing to allow the economy to breathe, the more 
patients will have their breath stolen by this frightening lung 
disease. Martin Eichenbaum of Northwestern University and 
others calculate in a new working paper that the U.S. could
save 500,000 lives through serious containment measures
vs. the base case of doing nothing—but at the cost of knock-
ing 10% off economic output in 2020. No doubt, it’s going to
be ugly.

Here is one principle for policymakers to consider as they
make decisions on our behalf: If you must do harm to the
economy, please make it reversible. Hurt, but don’t kill. Bend
it, but do not break it.

The sudden stop could cause hundreds of thousands of
small and medium-size enterprises to go out of business—to 
break. Some will quickly reemerge, which is fine. But in many 
cases the loss will be permanent. High-functioning teams that 
have taken years to assemble will break up. Synergies will be 
lost. Workers who thrived in a particular niche will flounder, 
seeking jobs from new employers who don’t understand who 
they are or what they can do.

“Much of the information in our society is embedded 
within corporations. The bankruptcy of an enterprise leads 
to the loss of organizational and informational capital—a 

In economics, there is no Hippocratic oath: First, do no 
harm. If there were, world leaders would be in serious vio-
lation of it. With the noble purpose of saving lives, they 
are deliberately throttling the global economy. The plan 
is to put economic activity in a state of suspended anima-
tion for weeks or months, get past the worst of the Covid-
19 pandemic, and then resuscitate the patient. Necessary? 
Probably. Dangerous? Undoubtedly.

Because this has never been done before at this scale, 
there are no white-haired elders to guide us. We are going to 
have to invent the plan as we go, recalibrating as facts emerge. 
Just as overwhelmed doctors must choose which patients to 
save and which to let go, we will need to decide which sec-
tors, which companies, and which workers are most in need 
of and most deserving of a rescue.

And eventually we’ll need to make agonizing trade-offs 
between saving lives and saving livings. The more people are 
saved from the coronavirus through draconian shutdowns, 

How to Keep Busine ss From Going Bust
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negative shock to the economy,” the Nobel Prize-winning
economist Joseph Stiglitz said in 2014 in a meeting of the
International Economic Association by the Dead Sea in
Jordan, where he gave the presidential address. 

The answer, of course: Keep companies intact as much
as possible. Restarting the economy after Covid-19 recedes
will be easier if the enterprises that make and sell things are
ready to go. It’s also a kindness: “Losing a business to failure—
especially one that has been built up over time—is a devas-
tating blow to the owners and their families, who are often
involved,” economist David Levy, himself the chairman of a
family business, the Jerome Levy Forecasting Center in Mount
Kisco, N.Y., writes in an email. “Dreams destroyed, fortunes
destroyed, lives destroyed.”

So what are we to do? Well, one elegant way to keep com-
panies afloat is Germany’s Kurzarbeit, or short work time, in
which the government subsidizes the salaries of workers who
would otherwise be laid off. Kurzarbeit helped Germany snap
back from the financial crisis faster than any other European
country, says Markus Brunnermeier, a German-born econo-
mist at Princeton. Several Scandinavian countries have fol-
lowed Germany’s lead, and the United Kingdom announced
a similar program on March 20. 

An alternative is to lend money to businesses freely and
cheaply until the crisis passes. The Federal Reserve is all over
that when it comes to big companies, financing their commer-
cial paper and announcing on March 23 that it will even buy

corporate bonds directly—a major departure for the central 
bank. (“Wow, just wow,” George Rusnak, co-head of fixed 
income strategy at Wells Fargo Investment Institute, said on 
Bloomberg Television.)

Getting help to smaller companies, which rely on banks 
rather than the markets to raise money, is a tougher prob-
lem. The $2 trillion bill nearing congressional approval 
on March  25 includes $250  billion for lending to busi-
nesses through banks involved with the Small Business 
Administration. Another idea, from Brunnermeier, is for 
the Fed to charge banks a negative interest rate—that is, pay 
them, via the discount window—for rolling over their loans 
to small and medium enterprises.

In an ordinary recession, encouraging banks to “ever-
green” their loans—give new money to debtors so they can 
pay interest on their old loans—would be considered malprac-
tice. It would be viewed as wasting precious capital on prop-
ping up zombies instead of directing it to new, job-creating 
investment. But this is not an ordinary recession. The com-
panies that need help are not zombies. Keeping them afloat 
is not sinful but essential. “It’s a 180-degree change in mind-
set,” Brunnermeier says.

Stiglitz, the Nobel laureate, who teaches at Columbia, 
advocates a “super Chapter 11” that would avert mass insol-
vency. In a 2010 paper, he and the University of Warwick’s 
Marcus Miller wrote that the bankruptcy code “is essen-
tially designed for idiosyncratic events in which assets 

How to Keep Busine ss From Going Bust
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may be disposed of at going market prices,” which is
emphatically not the case in a crisis in which no one wants
to catch a falling knife. Under a super Chapter 11, they wrote,
a government-sponsored institution “would consolidate the
troubled businesses and decide simultaneously—and this is
the key—how all of them would be resolved in a common pro-
cedure.” That procedure could involve, for example, swap-
ping debt for shares across the board.

Deborah Lucas of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology has spent most of her career studying the fed-
eral government as a financial institution. She was chief
economist of the Congressional Budget Office and now
directs the Golub Center for Finance and Policy at the MIT
Sloan School of Management. “You don’t want to blow up
viable, going concerns, and that’s the biggest risk in the
current situation,” Lucas says. “It’s worth paying a lot to
avoid that.”

Companies should not get direct aid such as grants, she
says, because any company will take cash that’s offered, even
if the managers know their situation is unsustainable. Loans
work better—managers won’t usually take a loan they don’t
expect to pay back, because a default could land them in
bankruptcy court. Based on her experience in the financial
crisis, Lucas says it’s a mistake to put conditions on loans,
such as requiring that employers retain workers. Many man-
agers would rather pass up the money than tie their hands,
she predicts.

Bailouts aren’t popular. When I touched on this theme in
an earlier article, I got reactions on Twitter such as, “A mor-
ally bankrupt money grab for the investor class.” The Left
wants help for workers, not capitalists. And there’s a seg-
ment of the libertarian Right, including many economists,
that says the free market does a fine job of redeploying
resources—workers, machines, patents, trademarks, etc.—to
their highest and best use when a company fails. In the finan-
cial crisis, “instead of bailing out banks, U.S. policymakers
should have allowed the standard process of bankruptcy to
operate,” Harvard economist Jeffrey Miron wrote in the lib-
ertarian Cato Journal in 2009.

So, yes, individuals need help, too. Beefing up unemploy-
ment benefits and extending their duration is a no-brainer.
Forbearance on debt repayment also makes sense. It’s not
only companies, after all, but households that should be kept
from breaking. Meanwhile, the process of rescuing compa-
nies can go horribly astray. Ben Hunt, co-founder and chief
investment officer of Second Foundation Partners, calculates
that stock buybacks by the four biggest airlines exceeded
their free cash flow from 2014 through 2019—enriching exec-
utives and shareholders but leaving the companies unpre-
pared for a crisis. “The raccoons and high-functioning
sociopaths are out in force on this, looking to get their pri-
vate losses socialized and their private gains locked in,” Hunt
wrote on March 19 on his website, Epsilon Theory.

It’s reasonable to impose conditions on the aid com-
panies get, as the new bill does. Hunt would put tight caps

on executive compensation; fire and replace board chairs; 
require the companies to raise money by selling shares, even 
at today’s unfavorable prices; and prohibit buybacks and 
dividends until the government loans are repaid. Taking 
part ownership in companies in return for emergency aid—
as Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin has discretion to 
demand—would give taxpayers some of the upside, at the 
cost of edging the U.S. a tad closer to Bernie Sanders-style 
socialism. It’s also reasonable to pick and choose which 
industries to rescue. Airlines may be vital infrastructure, 
but casinos and cruise lines are not.

In keeping with the philosophy of bend-don’t-break, 
aid should be concentrated on the most breakable kinds of 
companies, which tend to be ones that are light on phys-
ical assets. Once the employees of asset-light companies 
disperse, there is little or no value left. Small businesses, 
which employ almost half of the U.S. workforce, are more 
likely than big ones to be asset-light. Companies with valu-
able physical assets can bounce back relatively easily. The 
failure of a shale-oil producer does no harm to the hydro-
carbons still in the ground. Cruise lines still have their ships, 
airlines have their jets, and casinos still have their glitzy 
gambling halls, which can quickly resume operation once 
the virus all-clear sounds.

Politics should play as little role as possible in bailout 
decisions. Easy to say, hard to enforce. In 2008-09, when 
the Bush and Obama administrations were trying to res-
cue General Motors Corp. and Chrysler LLC, “we worked 
to fend off attempts by stakeholders on all sides of the issue 
to meddle in granular decisions over which dealerships to 
close or which plants to shut down,” Brian Deese, Steven 
Shafran, and Dan Jester, who concocted the plans, wrote 
in a chapter of First Responders, a new book written and 
edited by financial crisis insiders. The lobbyists are once
again out in force, representing everyone from pig farmers
to theater owners to exercise-clothing manufacturers. The 
Trump administration agreed to independent oversight of 
a fund to support companies.

Bailouts of companies and aid to individuals will be fan-
tastically expensive. There’s a good chance that the stimu-
lus plan that was under negotiation on Capitol Hill on March
24 will have to be followed by more. But that’s because the
need has never been greater. Think of the government-
ordered shutdown of the economy as a heart attack—or to 
use a more timely metaphor, severe acute respiratory syn-
drome. Treatment must be aggressive to succeed. Halfway 
measures and economizing don’t cut it.

Whatever is done needs to be done soon. Layoffs have 
already begun. The more damage businesses suffer, the 
harder it will be for them to bounce back. As Trump’s 
March 24 statement goes to show, the political pressure to 
resume normal economic activity is beginning to intensify. 
The surest way to maintain support for the restrictions that 
protect the public from Covid-19 is to alleviate the damage 
that those restrictions do to the economy. <BW>
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Businesses are lining up to request government aid 
in the wake of the coronavirus. But do even critical 

companies like Boeing really deserve it?

WHEEL

BAILOUTS
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With stock markets cratering and the world’s 
airlines tumbling into their deepest crisis ever 
amid the novel coronavirus pandemic, Boeing Co. 
got right to the point last week: The U.S. aerospace 
industry would need a $60 billion bailout. It was 
quite a comedown for a plane maker used to 
calling the shots as one-half of a lucrative duopoly 
with Europe’s Airbus SE. Little more than a year 
ago, Boeing was the most valuable U.S. industrial 
company, with a market capitalization of about 
$249 billion. By March 24 about $175 billion of that 
had been wiped out, with Boeing ranking last in 
stock returns on the Dow Jones Industrial Average. 

That stunning loss in value notwithstanding, 
not all at Boeing were happy about its appeal to 
Washington. On March 16 board member Nikki 
Haley resigned in protest over the move. “I cannot 
support a move to lean on the federal government 
for a stimulus or bailout that prioritizes our com-
pany over others and relies on taxpayers to guaran-
tee our financial position,” said Haley, the former 
U.S. ambassador to the United Nations under 
President Trump and a potential White House 
contender in 2024. 

Whether Haley likes it or not, companies from 
cruise lines to casinos to movie theaters have been 
lining up for federal aid as Congress gets ready to 
pump about $2 trillion in stimulus into the collaps-
ing U.S. economy. Hotel companies have asked 
for $150 billion for themselves and their suppliers. 
Airport operators say they need $10 billion. The 
Native American gaming industry is jockeying for 
$18 billion. And the list goes on and on.

Even industries that were from the beginning 
clearly on track to receive help from congressional 
moneymen didn’t just politely take the gravy and 
quietly move on. Airlines poised to win $58 bil-
lion in loan guarantees under a plan drawn up by 
Senate Republicans, for example, said the assis-
tance wasn’t enough—they said they needed cash.

“Unleash the bailout kraken,” aerospace analyst 
Rob Stallard says of the $2 trillion package.

One thing airlines have going for them in this 
feeding frenzy is that, after years of industry con-
solidation, American Airlines, Delta Air Lines, 
and United Airlines are so integral to the nation’s 
transportation infrastructure that they’re widely 
considered too big to fail. The same goes for 
Boeing, which sits at the apex of an industry that, 
according to the company, includes 17,000 sup-
pliers and supports 2.5 million jobs. Even allow-
ing for a little exaggeration, the point about the 
company’s importance remains. “I’m not sure 
that Boeing necessarily needs a bailout as much 
as they need help making sure their supply chain 
stays intact,” says George Ferguson, an analyst at 
Bloomberg Intelligence. “They’ve got a decent war 
chest, but they just don’t know how long this is 
going to drag on.”

As stimulus plans took shape in Washington, 
Boeing positioned itself as the advocate for thou-
sands of smaller aerospace manufacturers—a 
move that rankled some would-be beneficiaries, 
says analyst Ken Herbert of Canaccord Genuity. 
Even so, the company was best positioned to 
know where the greatest risks lie among the 
swath of companies that account for 20% of all 
U.S. manufacturing jobs.

The plane maker wouldn’t say how much of 
the $60 billion it would take for itself, pointing out 
instead that 70¢ of every dollar it receives flows 
through to a base of mostly U.S. suppliers.

While U.S. airlines battle for government grants 
to bolster their rapidly dwindling cash, Boeing has 
a cushion of $15 billion to get it through the next 
few months. Its request was for an  “injection of 
liquidity and a reopening of the credit  markets” 
for Boeing and its suppliers, Chief Executive 
Officer David Calhoun told CNBC. “The simpler, 
the shorter term in nature, the better.” The

○ Glenn Hubbard on Small Business Grants
If you shut down an economy 
in a pandemic, you need to 
replace private business 
demand. Think about all 
the small and midsize firms 
who have to turn off a 
switch and just not operate 
for eight weeks, 12 weeks, 
whatever it is, and lay off all 
their employees. That’s a 
cataclysmic event. The health 
part is unavoidable. What’s 
avoidable is the demand doom 
loop, and to do that you’d have 
to fill in private demand.

 It doesn’t mean mailing 
$1,000 checks to everybody, 
though I have nothing against 
that. It means doing something 
for businesses.
 If I were doing it, it’s 
replacing a significant fraction 
of revenue for small and 
midsize firms, the small-
business owner. [His plan is to 
replace 80% of a business’s 
revenue loss for as long as the 
pandemic lasts.] I go to the 
bank—not a new government 
entity—and get a loan. It 

would be guaranteed by the 
government, and that loan 
would be forgiven at the end of 
the pandemic period provided 
I’ve kept my employees in 
place. So you’re keeping your 
employees, the relationships, 
and the business network 
in place. And when the 
lights come back on and the 
pandemic is over, you’re ready.
 If we don’t do this, we 
will have mass layoffs with 
unemployment insurance 
consequences and Medicaid 

consequences, and thousands, 
if not more, failed businesses 
around the country. So, is it a 
lot of money? [While he gives 
no estimate, it’s likely hundreds 
of billions of dollars.] Yes. Is it 
an important component of an 
economic recovery package? 
Absolutely. These businesses 
are failing through no fault of 
their own. We’re shutting down 
the economy for good health 
reasons, but we need this in 
the package. —As told to 
Christopher Condon

○ Chair of the Council 
of Economic Advisers, 
2001-03
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THE BOTTOM LINE   Boeing has lobbied for $60 billion in aid for the 
U.S. aerospace industry. Some critics oppose it receiving aid after 
the plane maker spent about $40 billion on stock buybacks.

company opposed revisiting the types of assis-
tance conditions imposed after the 2008 financial 
crisis, when the U.S. government took equity stakes 
as a condition of aid, he said.

The notion that government financial help for 
businesses should come without a lot of strings 
attached is already facing resistance. That’s espe-
cially true for Boeing, which is seeking taxpayer 
largesse after spending about $40 billion on stock 
buybacks in the past decade. The company’s repu-
tation has also been hit by a year of devastating rev-
elations about its bestselling jet, the 737 Max, which 
has been grounded since March 2019 following two 
deadly crashes that killed 346 people.

Government probes of the Max have thrown 
a spotlight on Boeing’s behavior, including one 
memorable exchange in which a company pilot 
told a colleague that the Max had been “designed 
by clowns, who in turn are supervised by mon-
keys.” The debacle forced out CEO Dennis 
Muilenburg in December, to be replaced by 

Calhoun, a longtime board member.
After spending billions buying back its stock,

enriching big investors, the company “is trying 
to take Congress hostage by demanding $60 bil-
lion in a no-strings-attached, taxpayer-funded 
bailout,” says Sarah Miller, executive director of 
the American Economic Liberties Project, which 
opposes Boeing aid. “Congress ought to refuse this 
obscene attempt at blackmail.”

Yet even after Boeing’s missteps on the Max, 
the company still symbolizes American industrial 
might as China and Russia sharpen their efforts 
to take on the Boeing-Airbus duopoly. The man-
ufacturer is traditionally among the largest U.S. 
exporters, the nation’s only company able to 
build large jetliners, and a crucial Pentagon part-
ner as the No. 2 defense contractor. That’s why 
Washington is likely to loosen the purse strings 
while Boeing’s airline customers are unable to 
keep shoveling money its way. “A private-sector 
company is not going to spend its own money to 
build jets when there’s no end market for them,” 
says Richard Aboulafia, an analyst at Teal Group. 
“Either they lay off everybody, and you have a 
huge blow to the U.S. and the world economy 
because Airbus will do the same, or they get sup-
port for building jets. Tough choice.” 

Still, Calhoun acknowledged on CNBC that 
it would be inappropriate to plow government 
aid into buybacks. “I do think the environment 
changes here going forward for the aviation indus-
try,” he said, while sidestepping a question about 
whether the billions Boeing spent on its own 
shares was a mistake. Given the risk of future 
crises, “I think there will be a reassessment of 
what balance sheets need to look like, not unlike 
the banks post-’08, ’09.” —Justin Bachman and 
Julie Johnsson, with Brendan Case

� In Tokyo

○ Former U.S. Secretary of 
Labor Reich is a professor 
at the University of 
California at Berkeley. 

We’re trying to stimulate the 
economy in the traditional 
way, but this is not your typical 
recession, not like after 
2008. This economic crisis is 
entirely because we have an 
unprecedented public-health 
crisis. We need to shut the 
economy down so people can 
be home and safe, rather than 
spreading the virus if they’re not.
 The public needs to 
understand that this is kind 
of a giant extortion game: 
Businesses saying if you don’t 
pay me off, I’m going to fire 
all my workers and shut the 
economy down. But in this game 
the real cards are being hidden. 
In this game the economy has 
to be shut down —that’s the 
way to slow down the spread of 
the coronavirus.
 It’s important that members 

of Congress and the 
administration understand that 
every dollar of taxpayer money 
must be used in one of three 
ways: helping provide income 
support for people during this 
emergency, providing health-
care support if people need 
it, or getting critical supplies 
such as ventilators and masks 
to hospitals. There isn’t room 
for bailouts.
 There is no reason to bail 
out big companies while this 
is happening. That’s what 
Chapter 11 of the bankruptcy 
code is for. They work out 
their debts that way. Giving 
money to big corporations is 
another form of trickle-down 
economics that doesn’t work. It 
will not get cash into the hands 
of workers who desperately 
need it and are being laid 
off from their jobs in huge 
numbers. So don’t bail out 
corporations. Bail out workers.
 But corporate lobbyists 
have the loudest voices of all. 
Every time Washington opens 
its doors, whether a big tax 
cut, regulatory reductions, 
or a bailout, it’s the biggest 
companies that have the 
contacts and influence and get 
into the front of the line. They 
are the biggest influencers in 
Washington. It’s not illegal—it’s 
a matter of how the system 
works. —As told to  
James E. Ellis

○ Robert Reich
on Bad Bailouts
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● As Europe’s airline industry flies into the red, 
it’s seeking bailout assistance to survive

Is Government Aid the 
New Jet Fuel?
Early in March, aviation executives convened in
Brussels to discuss the state of their industry. The
coronavirus was raging in Asia, crushing travel
demand, but Europe looked set to dodge a major
hit, or so believed the participants in the conference.

Bookings would likely return to normal in
a few weeks, and “people will get bored of the
coverage” of the virus, Ryanair Chief Executive
Officer Michael O’Leary predicted. Besides, air-
lines shouldn’t use the outbreak as an excuse
to seek government aid and prop up failing
businesses. “Keep calm, give people rational
advice, and then let the bankrupt go bankrupt,
because that’s what’s going to happen—whether
it’s before, during, or after Covid-19,” O’Leary said.

Less than a month later, the global avia-
tion industry is trying to hold on to a business
facing annihilation from the virus, which is now
wreaking havoc in Europe, the new epicenter of
the pandemic.

Airlines across the globe face $252 billion in lost
revenue this year, the International Air Transport
Association, which represents 290 airlines, warned,
calling the crisis more severe than anything the
sector has ever faced. The outbreak will reshape
the industry, with many airlines failing, others
consolidating, and entirely new alliances emerging,
the group predicts.

Governments have long held their protective
hands over airlines, in part out of national pride,
in part to secure jobs. Germany alone has more
than 100,000 people working in the aviation sec-
tor, the majority at private companies such as
Deutsche Lufthansa AG or the major airport oper-
ators. As a result, flag carriers have rarely gone
under, with a few exceptions such as Malev in
Hungary, Sabena in Belgium, and Swissair, which
collapsed in 2001 only to be reborn as SWISS and
folded into the Lufthansa group.

As the coronavirus has scared away travelers, air-
lines from Lufthansa to Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA
have asked for government assistance after ground-
ing their fleets on an unprecedented scale. Even
British Airways, which had initially belittled calls
for U.K. assistance by smaller rival Virgin Atlantic
Airways Ltd., is lobbying for government help.

The carriers’ implicit message to their home

governments: Engineer bailouts or prepare to see 
some local champions grounded for good. That’s 
put governments in the challenging position of 
trying to pick deserving recipients for state fund-
ing. The response so far has shown little coordi-
nation across the region. Italy, the hardest-hit
country, with almost 7,000 Covid-19 fatalities, 
pledged €600 million ($647 million) to nationalize 
Alitalia. Norwegian Air Shuttle secured government 
funding worth as much as $270 million to keep it 
going, though with many strings attached. Finland 
pledged €600 million of guarantees to prop up 
Finnair, of which the state owns almost 56%, while 
Stockholm-based SAS AB will get a total 3 billion 
Swedish kronor ($300 million) in state guarantees 
from Sweden and Denmark. “With airlines having 
to ground fleets, they’re still liable for lease rentals 
and other fixed costs, and without state support, 
they will fast go out of business,” says Mark Martin, 
an aviation consultant based in Delhi.

Not every carrier has been met with open purse 
strings. Flybe, Britain’s largest domestic airline, 
failed on March 5 after the U.K. earlier this year 
decided not to defer its massive tax bill even as it
struggled with a virus-caused traffic plunge. A jet
fuel supplier cut it off, and creditors began seizing 
its planes.

Europe has been no stranger to struggling air-
lines. Some went bust in recent years, such as Air 
Berlin and Monarch in the U.K., while others

Rising Default Risk
Annual cost to insure $10 million of bonds

American United Air France Delta Lufthansa  JetBlue
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Rising prices of credit-default 
swaps, which offer insurance 
against a company defaulting 
on its debt, show that investors 
have doubts about airlines’ 
ability to weather the downturn
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muddled through under government supervi-
sion, including the perennially unprofitable Alitalia.
Still others limped along, like Norwegian Air, the
discount specialist. “Throwing liquidity at crip-
pled airlines and members of the supply chain isn’t
the best answer—far from it,” says Sandy Morris,
an aviation analyst at Jefferies in London. Instead,
governments should help alleviate cost burdens
like leasing rates by buying aircraft, he says.

The U.K. government made clear that it sees
state-led bailouts only as the last resort once all
other options, such as raising funds from exist-
ing shareholders, have run dry. “Further taxpayer
support would only be possible if all commercial
avenues have been fully explored,” Chancellor
Rishi Sunak wrote in a letter to aviation executives.

Yet the region’s authorities seem determined
to throw the industry a lifeline. European Union
competition authorities have lifted a ban on extra
aid for companies that got rescue funding in the
past decade. Regulators also suspended an obli-
gation for carriers to use 80% of their takeoff
and landing positions or risk losing them the
following year.

“Governments will do whatever it takes to keep
things going in aviation, but like with the banking
industry in and after 2008, there will be long-term
ramifications,” says Robert Stallard, an analyst with
Vertical Research. “Who knows exactly what the
details will be, but nationalized airlines wouldn’t
surprise me.”

The government intervention risks undoing
decades of privatization in the European avia-
tion industry. British Airways, sold by the govern-
ment in 1987, was among a host of state-owned
entities, from utilities to manufacturers, that were
privatized during the Margaret Thatcher era.

Lufthansa, which the German government
began privatizing in 1994, also includes formerly
state-owned SWISS and Austrian Air, which left gov-
ernment hands in 2006 and 2010, respectively.

Airbus SE, a huge pan-European manufacturing
success story, fought a long battle to rid itself of
what it considered burdensome government inter-
vention, which once dictated everything from how
resources were allocated to which executives were
promoted. France and Germany each hold about
11% of Airbus’s stock, and the Spanish state owns
about 4%, though the countries don’t hold direct
sway via board representation. 

European politicians have generally avoided
the belligerent tone that’s emerged in Washington
over economic rescue packages, in which
Democrats held up aid legislation trying to attach
conditions such as prohibiting stock buybacks

and limiting executive pay. Some safeguards are 
already baked into the continent’s system, such 
as strong labor unions and state-sponsored sal-
ary subsidies that help alleviate the burden on
temporarily laid-off workers.

“There’s no free lunch when it comes to
government intervention,” says Mark Manduca, 
an analyst at Citigroup in London. Airbus CEO 
Guillaume Faury emphasized that airlines and sup-
pliers should be the first recipients of government 
aid, and that his company can stem the crisis on 
its own for now after scrapping its dividend and 
securing credit lines to create a €30 billion safety 
net. Most European airlines’ finances aren’t that 
strong. Whatever support governments provide, 
says Sash Tusa, an analyst at Agency Partners in 
London, “will be imperfect, and it will be survival 
of the fittest.” �Benedikt Kammel, with Siddharth 
Philip and Charlotte Ryan

THE BOTTOM LINE   Airlines could lose more than $250 billion in 
revenue globally during the Covid-19 pandemic. Carriers are turning 
to policymakers for help.

When the coronavirus outbreak caused a nation-
wide shortage of face masks in January, Chinese
officials were quick to ensure that key players 
weren’t left without. That included an unlikely one: 
Tesla Inc. China’s government helped the U.S. car-
maker secure the sought-after supplies that allowed 
it to reopen when many of its competitors were 
still shuttered. Tesla received 10,000 masks, cases 
of disinfectant that require a government permit, 
thermometers, and other materials that allowed it 
to restart its factory near Shanghai the first work-
ing day after the Lunar New Year break, according 
to state-run media.

The support for Tesla—which also included pro-
viding accommodation for some employees as the 

● The carmaker got protective gear as it rushed 
to restart production during the virus crisis 

How China  
Gave Tesla a  
Helping Hand
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As Congress and the
president debate Covid-19
cash and bailouts for
companies and workers on
the front lines, elders are
sidelined. I’m stunned the
only proposal widely floated
on Social Security was to cut
taxes for employers. That’s a
mistake. Social Security and
pensions are a significant
source of aggregate
demand, especially in some

regions hit hard by Covid-19.
Social Security benefits are
0.003% of gross domestic
product in Utah and more
than 10 times that in older
and poorer states like
Tennessee and Maine.

There is no guarantee that
Social Security’s 64 million
beneficiaries will receive
a Trump stimulus check.
U.S. elder poverty, at about
23%, is the highest among
rich nations and will rise as
older workers prematurely
losing jobs—and prematurely
entering retirement with
crashing 401(k)s that could
now be called 201(k)s—face
a more challenging post-
coronavirus future. So here
is what policymakers need to
do today.

First, raise the average
Social Security benefit of
about $1,395 by $200, and
raise the special minimum
benefit for the very poorest
seniors. An analysis of
Senator Elizabeth Warren’s
similar plan by Mark Zandi of
Moody’s Analytics confirms it
would cut the elderly poverty
rate by about two-thirds and

could be completely paid for 
by a payroll tax on earnings 
above $250,000—the 
workers most protected from 
any virus-sparked recession.

Second, more must be 
done to protect seniors from 
financial mistakes or fraud 
amid the virus confusion. 
Seniors are running scared: 
They are extremely vulnerable 
to the disease, they hear 
some want Covid-19 “to cull” 
them as a “Boomer Remover,” 
and they are more isolated 
and especially susceptible 
to fraud. The Obama 
administration’s original 
fiduciary rule required that all 
professionals advising clients 
on retirement accounts put 
clients’ interests first. That 
rule was killed by the Trump 
administration. Bringing 
back the fiduciary rule 
saves workers and seniors 
about $20 billion in fees and 
exposure to fraud.

Seniors should not be 
sidelined in this run for 
government assistance. They 
needed cash before the virus-
cession, and their cash will 
help stimulate the economy.
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○ Professor Ghilarducci
is director of the Schwartz
Center for Economic
Policy Analysis at the
New School for Social
Research. Her latest book
is Rescuing Retirement
(with Tony James).

○ Teresa Ghilarducci  
on Retiree Assistance

� A worker at Tesla’s 
car plant near Shanghai

outbreak snowballed—is emblematic of China’s 
wider embrace of Elon Musk’s venture. The billion-
aire has waged a charm offensive since he decided to 
build his first plant outside the U.S. in China, home 
to the world’s biggest electric vehicle market, and 
has been rewarded with the support of top officials.

That backing is crucial for Musk’s vision to make 
China a centerpiece of his automotive ambitions. It 
also serves a purpose for Beijing, with Tesla’s new 
factory south of Shanghai becoming a symbol of the 
government’s efforts to open the economy to global 
competition and be the world’s EV pioneer. “Given 
Tesla’s image of having advanced electric-vehicle 
technology and expected strong demand for Made-
in-China Tesla Model 3s this year, no local govern-
ment anywhere in the world would neglect such a 
new project,” says Yale Zhang, founder of Shanghai-
based consulting firm AutoForesight.

As Beijing pushed local authorities to get the 
country back to work in February, officials of 
Shanghai’s Lingang industrial zone singled out 
Tesla as an example of their success. The manage-
ment committee of Lingang “will make all efforts to 
help key companies including Tesla return to nor-
mal production,” Xu Wei, a spokesperson for the 
Shanghai municipal government, said at a brief-
ing in February. Tesla representatives in China 
declined to comment on the help it received.

In addition to the protective materials, Chinese 
authorities helped arrange dormitories for hun-
dreds of Tesla employees, as well as transport 
to and from the plant. Shanghai Lingang Human 
Resources Co., a government-backed agency that 
coordinates hiring in the area, said it’s helped 
Tesla add more than 100 workers since the out-
break, and it’s assisted with virus screening and 
online interviews.

Authorities are also trying to ensure that Tesla’s 
parts suppliers in China resume production as soon 
as possible by providing epidemic prevention mate-
rials, Sun Xiaohe, a local official in charge of assist-
ing Tesla, told state media.

While other automakers such as China’s 
Zhejiang Geely Holding Group Co. also received 
masks and other support, the actions to help Tesla 
have been trumpeted in state media. Footage of 
locally built Model 3 sedans being assembled amid 
the epidemic has proliferated on TV and online.

Even before the virus, local banks provided 
financing for Tesla’s China push, including a $1.6 bil-
lion injection announced at the end of last year. The 
acquisition of land for the plant and a slew of local 
permits were cleared swiftly, and the factory was 
hooked to the nation’s power grid more quickly 
than is customary for many other businesses. Tesla 
even obtained an exemption from China’s 10% sales 
tax on cars—something typically given only to EVs 
made by Chinese companies. “The fact that Tesla 
received significant government support to over-
come the current crisis,” says Ivan Su, an analyst 
at Morningstar Inc. in Hong Kong, “shows China 
is delivering its promises to treat foreign firms on 
equal footing with local ones.” —Chunying Zhang, 
with Tian Ying

THE BOTTOM LINE   Tesla’s plant near Shanghai, its first outside 
the U.S., is key to building China into a major source of its sales. 
Chinese officials have given the factory plenty of help.
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This was supposed to be the year of superfast 
wireless 5G. Instead, providers are battling  

to keep the creaky old internet online
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This spring the U.S. government was planning to
focus on its strategy for rolling out fifth-generation
wireless networks, bringing faster internet connec-
tions to power movie downloads, telemedicine,
self-driving cars, and more. Officials want to see
5G, now available in only some cities, ramped up
quickly and to keep Chinese companies such as
Huawei Technologies Co. from dominating the crit-
ical networking technology. Then the new corona-
virus hit, sending workers and schoolchildren
home to try to do their jobs and continue their
education on laptops.

Suddenly 5G took a back seat to a much more
pressing problem: Tens of millions of Americans
don’t have access to reliable internet connectiv-
ity, or can’t afford it, and will have trouble com-
municating, working, and attending classes online
without it.

Ajit Pai, chairman of the Federal Communications
Commission, asked internet providers on March 13
to commit to a 60-day grace period during which
they wouldn’t charge late fees or cut off service to
people and small businesses who don’t pay their
bills. He also asked them to open up Wi-Fi hotspots,
expanding their reach to nonsubscribers. But after
that period ends, the number of people without
internet could become even larger.

Advocates for expanded regulatory authority
over broadband now see more need for it than
ever. “The broadband companies used to attack
me for utility-style regulation,” says former FCC
Chairman Tom Wheeler. “We’re talking about crit-
ical services.”

Pai made closing the digital divide a priority
when President Trump appointed him in 2017.
But internet access in the U.S. has slowed over
his tenure, though there’s disagreement about the
extent to which the country is falling short. The
FCC reported in May that 21.3 million people live
in places without access to high-quality broad-
band. Microsoft Corp. conducted a study based
on the speeds of the connections people were
using to access its services and determined that
about 163 million Americans weren’t using high-
speed internet.

Price is the biggest reason people who don’t
have broadband at home go without, accord-
ing to a 2019 study by the Pew Research Center.
Smartphones are a big factor, too, because many
people now use only those. But some researchers
found that students who rely on smartphones for
homework often fall behind, and applications such
as video chat are bandwidth hogs.

Pai has been sharply critical of FCC efforts to
increase connectivity by subsidizing service for
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low-income people, highlighting reports of fraud
and abuse in the Lifeline program, which gives
people poor enough to qualify for food stamps a
$9.25-a-month subsidy toward broadband or wire-
less internet service.

In the short term, internet providers are subsi-
dizing customers. Comcast Corp. has increased the
speed on its Internet Essentials program for low-
income customers and is offering 60 days for free.
Charter Communications Inc.’s Spectrum is offer-
ing free service for students. A handful of broad-
band and wireless companies have lifted the caps
they normally place on data usage to account for
the changing ways people will likely use the ser-
vice in the future.

Pai, a former lawyer at Verizon Communications
Inc., has tried to minimize the government’s
involvement in the broadband market. He’s argued
in court that the commission has far less legal
authority to regulate broadband than his prede-
cessors claimed. As a result, the chairman “doesn’t
have anything more than arm-twisting ability right
now,” says Gigi Sohn, a senior staffer at the FCC
during the Obama years. The FCC didn’t respond
to a request for comment. In a March 24 blog
post, Pai said he’s “committed to using every legal
means at the FCC’s disposal to help Americans deal
with the coronavirus pandemic.”

Since his March 13 request to broadband
providers, as the spread of Covid-19 forced more
shutdowns, Pai has focused on helping wireless
providers access additional spectrum to handle
increased demand, while also loosening some
rules around programs such as E-Rate that provide

i

● The number of 
Americans without 
broadband access, 
according to the FCC

21.3m
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THE BOTTOM LINE With shutdowns keeping students and
workers at home, the 5G rollout has taken a back seat to efforts
to improve broadband internet access.
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subsidized service to schools and libraries. The 
FCC has also gotten about 500 internet providers 
to pledge not to cut off service.

It’s not possible to build new infrastructure—5G 
or otherwise—fast enough to deal with the acute 
need for connectivity, but many people are scram-
bling to do what they can. Andrew Moore, chief 
information officer of the Boulder Valley School 
District in Colorado, has helped about 100 stu-
dents sign up for Comcast’s low-cost broadband 

service and has purchased dozens of mobile 
Wi-Fi hotspots. “I’d love to see all the telco pro-
viders through this period turn off the cost for the 
hotspots and let the data flow,” he says. “We are in 
extraordinary times right now, and that requires 
extraordinary leadership from our corporations. 
Get us through May or June.” —Joshua Brustein
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and money on dating apps because they don’t
have anything better to do. The bearish take is
they’ll stop paying for extra services—where most
of the apps make the bulk of profits—because the
thought of being within breathing distance of a
stranger is more scary than sexy.

Brent Thill, an analyst with Jefferies Financial
Group Inc., has cut his revenue growth forecast for
Match Group Inc. from 16% to 9%. Shares in the
company, which owns Hinge, Match.com, OkCupid,
and Tinder, have fallen 30% over the past month, in
line with the S&P 500 Index. “The big challenge is,
who wants to go on a date with someone they don’t
know?” Thill says. “If I was single, I wouldn’t want
to date anyone right now.” Match hasn’t revised its
forecasts and declined to comment.

No one really knows how to responsibly date in
a pandemic. Grindr, aimed at the gay community, is
advising users to follow World Health Organization
best practices. Tinder, synonymous with a hookup
culture on college campuses, is urging users to
wash their hands frequently, avoid touching their
face, and maintain social distance. “While we want
you to continue to have fun, protecting yourself
from the coronavirus is more important,” Tinder
said in a note to its 5.9 million subscribers. Bumble
published a blog post by Stanford epidemiologist
Seema Yasmin suggesting that if you really can’t
wait to meet in person, do it “in a public place that
isn’t too busy, like a park.” Yasmin recommended
staying at least three feet from each other, and “if
you turn up to find your date coughing and look-
ing unwell, you can advise them to practice good
cough hygiene, then politely get out of there.”

On March 13, New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio
was asked how daters should respond to the disas-
ter. He said it would be wise to refrain from greet-
ing each other with a kiss on the cheek. “It’s fine to
have a social life, but you’ve got to exercise some
smart rules,” de Blasio said. Things got more com-
plicated in New York a few days later as the city
closed down restaurants, bars, and movie theaters,
and urged adherence to strict social distancing
guidelines, restrictions that have since been tight-
ened to a statewide stay-at-home order. 

Many daters have made the outbreak part of
their (often cringeworthy) pickup shtick. As in:
“Are you the coronavirus? Because you take my
breath away.” The virus itself even has a mock
Tinder profile, which tells users its hometown is
Wuhan, China—where the outbreak started—and
that its major turnoffs are face masks and doctors.
And random hookups are fast being replaced with
weekslong virtual courting, complete with cootie
paranoia and forced restraint.

THE BOTTOM LINE Virtual matchmakers have seen an uptick in
traffic since the virus outbreak started, but the question is how long 
the increases will last when real-world courting is against the rules.

● A decade after it approved Makena, the FDA 
 is reevaluating the premature-birth drug

The Problem With  
A Quick ‘Yes’ to Drugs 

One in 10 babies in the U.S. is born premature, 
with elevated rates of disability and death. For 
almost a decade, a drug called Makena has been 
used to reduce the risk of further instances of 
early delivery for women who’ve previously given 
birth prematurely. The medicine, approved in 2011
under the Food and Drug Administration’s accel-
erated process, contributed more than $300 mil-
lion of annual sales for its manufacturer, Amag 
Pharmaceuticals Inc. 

New research calling into question how well 
the drug works is now prompting the FDA to

The Inner Circle, a dating service in Amsterdam 
aimed at working professionals, says it’s canceled 
all of its events such as cocktail-mixing classes, jazz 
nights, and ski trips, which clients pay to attend 
and to meet verified matches. But the company 
says its members have shifted to virtual commu-
nications. During the first week of March, Inner 
Circle clients were 30% more likely to exchange
phone numbers and send messages mentioning
“FaceTime” or “Skype” than a month earlier. The
increase spurred the company to start promoting
virtual dating ideas such as “Self-Isolate and Chill,”
a play on “Netflix and chill,” a euphemism for sex.
“It’s about two people putting on the same televi-
sion program at the same time, then calling to talk
about it as they watch,” says co-founder Michael
Krayenhoff. “I think that has something very excit-
ing or romantic to it.”

Others forget the euphemisms and directly sug-
gest a safer, more sanitary solution—phone sex.
“We know it can be a drag being cooped up inside,
but there are lots of other ways to have fun: sexting 
or phone/video sex are great ways to get hot with-
out getting sick,” the dating app #Open, aimed at 
couples in open relationships, said in a message to 
its 50,000 users. “This isn’t a good time to be swap-
ping spit.” �Olivia Carville and Nate Lanxon

“If you turn up 
to find your 
date coughing 
and looking 
unwell, you can 
advise them 
to practice 
good cough 
hygiene, then 
politely get  
out of there”
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THE BOTTOM LINE   Drugmakers count on an accelerated 
regulatory process to get critical treatments to patients quicker. 
The case of Makena is throwing speedy approvals into question.

With the treatment widely available, the com-
pany says, doctors were hesitant to put prospec-
tive mothers in testing where they risked receiving
a placebo. It also says that demographic differences 
among patients may have affected the results.

Until the FDA makes a decision about Makena—
it hasn’t indicated when this will happen—doctors 
and hospital staff will find themselves weighing 
an older favorable study against a newer damag-
ing one. The two major national professional orga-
nizations in this field—the American College of 
Obstetricians and Gynecologists and the Society for 
Maternal-Fetal Medicine—continue to say Makena is 
an option for at-risk pregnant women. “The jury’s 
still out on this,” says Mary Norton, a physician who 
co-wrote the Society for Maternal-Fetal Medicine’s 

statement about Makena, and noted that the drug
is considered safe.  

An independent advisory committee that
included doctors, scientists, and statisticians recom-
mended in a close vote that the FDA pull Makena’s
approval. Adam Urato, chief of maternal-fetal med-
icine at MetroWest Medical Center in Framingham,
Mass., says he had concerns about the medication
even before the latest study and has been vocal in
urging the FDA to withdraw the drug. “You don’t
want to use medications in pregnancy unless you
know that they’re safe and effective,” he says. 

The FDA acknowledges that accelerated
approval inherently creates uncertainty, but it
maintains that the risk is worth it. “We would
expect every once in a while that we would be
wrong,” says Janet Woodcock, director of the
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research at the
FDA. “Otherwise,” she says, “we’re not taking any
chances” and making patients wait too long for new
treatments. �Emma Court, with Cristin Flanagan

consider delisting Makena—a rare step for an 
approved treatment. For the women in a follow-up 
study required by the FDA, released last year, 
Makena did not decrease repeated preterm births. 
“To see these women and their families have to go 
through this experience multiple times is heart-
breaking,” says Michal Elovitz, a physician and 
director of the Maternal and Child Health Research 
Center at the University of Pennsylvania’s Perelman 
School of Medicine. “They want to know why and 
why it didn’t work. And the only answer we have 
for them is we have to figure that out.”

The controversy over Makena has intensified 
the debate about the FDA’s use of its expedited pro-
cess, which accounted for 19% of approved drugs 
in 2019, an increase from 13% from 2015. The FDA 
has focused especially on stepping up the avail-
ability of new cancer drugs and has also approved 
medicines to treat sickle cell disease and rare 
inherited disorders like Duchenne muscular dys-
trophy and Fabry disease. 

The drug industry is counting on the accelerated 
approvals and other fast-track programs to clear 
the way for new biomedical therapies. Biogen Inc. 
may turn to the program to file for U.S. approval 
of a controversial Alzheimer’s disease therapy that 
millions of patients could be eligible for. Skeptics 
say there is slim evidence that the drug, called adu-
canumab, is effective: Biogen initially declared it a 
failure but later returned to the results and found 
support that it worked at a higher dose.

Makena can cost around $16,000 per birth, and 
cancer drugs can cost more than $10,000 a month.  
“We as a society end up paying a lot more for drugs 
that don’t end up working,” says Aaron Kesselheim, 
a physician and professor of medicine at Harvard 
Medical School who proposes price concessions for 
drugs that receive speedy approval. 

Among expedited approvals that went wrong 
were those for the cancer drug Lartruvo, which 
was pulled voluntarily by Eli Lilly & Co. last year 
after research found it didn’t help patients live lon-
ger, and Roche Holding AG’s Avastin for treatment 
of metastatic breast cancer, which the FDA with-
drew in 2011 over concerns about safety and effi-
cacy. For Makena—the first drug approved by the 
FDA to reduce preterm birth risk—regulators relied 
on just one research trial to make their decision. 
Most therapies are studied in at least two trials 
before they’re considered. 

Amag Pharmaceuticals stands by the efficacy of 
Makena and wants to keep it on the market while 
more research is done. The recent trial, which took 
a decade to complete and release, was complicated 
by the drug’s U.S. approval, according to Amag. 

▼ New FDA-approved
drugs in 2019

 Accelerated approval

● Per birth, Makena  
can cost around

$16k

For more on the future 
of health care, go  

to Bloomberg.com/ 
prognosis
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For older people, the coronavirus crisis has been 
an appalling shock. Many can’t travel or see grand-
children. Even buying groceries is a risk. Their life 
savings are melting as the global economy shuts 
down and financial markets plummet. The pain may 
be particularly acute in the U.S., where Americans 
rely on a retirement system that was broken well 
before a pandemic dashed it to pieces. 

Almost half of U.S. households 55 and older have 
nothing saved for retirement. Many of the rest were 
already doing worse than earlier waves of retirees. 
After a 40-year-long shift from traditional pensions 
to individual 401(k) retirement accounts, Americans’ 
financial security is now defenseless against what-
ever crisis comes along.

Just before the markets tumbled, Alicia Munnell, 
a professor and director of Boston College’s Center 
for Retirement Research, and her colleagues exam-
ined the retirement savings of late baby boomers, 
now 55 to 60 years old, the first cohort to spend 
their careers with 401(k) accounts rather than pen-
sions. What she found was “really horrifying,” she 
says. With just a decade or more to retirement, late 
boomers had far less saved in 401(k)-style defined 

Ceci Dominguez celebrated her 67th birthday alone 
in her home in the Elysian Valley neighborhood of 
Los Angeles. The threat of coronavirus kept her from 
friends and family—and from the part-time jobs and 
informal gigs that keep her frugal budget balanced. 

As her few investments were plunging in value, 
she’d thought about driving down to the Census 
Bureau, where a job was waiting if she just got her 
picture taken and picked up an employee ID. The 
Census Bureau would pay $25 an hour, almost $11 
more than the rate she earned working 19 hours a 
week at a private school that abruptly closed the week 
before. But the virus news was insisting she stay in.

“I’m always looking for a job. Always,” she says. 
“This time, I think I’m going to pass.” Once a mid-
dle manager at a food company, Dominguez used 
to consider herself upper middle class. Then her 
employer was bought. She lost her job and, at 59, 
discovered no one would hire her for comparable 
work. She never thought that in her late 60s she’d 
be contemplating risking her health for the chance 
at a part-time job. “I’m right there at the edge,” 
Dominguez says. “The next couple months are 
going to be tough.”

The coronavirus and the economic crisis leave
many with one fallback: Social Security 

Goodbye, Retirement
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contribution plans than older cohorts did at the
same ages. Middle-income late boomers had less
than $30,000 saved in their early 50s, vs. $55,787
for early boomers and $50,787 for mid-boomers.

This result was puzzling and perverse. The more
time Americans spent in the 401(k) system, the less
they were managing to save. The prime culprit,
researchers concluded, was the Great Recession,
which hit the 401(k)-reliant late boomers harder
than older cohorts. The younger boomers were actu-
ally doing a good job of saving until their mid-40s.
Then the 2008 financial crisis destroyed their wealth
just as the resulting recession derailed millions of
careers. In the aftermath, they earned less and saved
less than older boomers had at the same ages. The
study warns that Generation X and millennials seem
to be on a similar trajectory.

Now, another economicshock is putting livelihoods
and retirement savings in jeopardy. The ultimate
damage is impossible to predict, with U.S. stocks
more volatile than anytime since the start of the
Great Depression. The sell-off highlights “the vul-
nerability of workers relying on defined contribu-
tion plans, where they absorb all the risk,” Munnell
says. It also highlights the importance of Social
Security, the economic lifeline created during a sim-
ilarly grave crisis 90 years ago. “Those checks are
going to go out every month and continue no matter
what happens to the stock market,” she says. “That
really is the backbone of the retirement system.”

Social Security can be credited with creating the
very notion of retirement. For centuries before the
program was launched in 1935, only the wealthy
could afford to stop working. As the U.S. recovered
from the Great Depression and then boomed, a new
retirement system for the middle class took root.
Employers attracted workers with pensions that,
like Social Security, guaranteed income for life.
Starting in the 1980s, however, the 401(k)—almost
an accident of the tax code—began replacing pen-
sions, pushing more risk and responsibility onto the
shoulders of American workers. 

The system was a boon for many thrifty

upper-middle-class professionals, but showed flaws 
early on. Many amateur investors made big bets on 
high-promise, zero-profit tech stocks in the 1990s and 
got slammed when the bubble burst. Wide swaths of 
the workforce never got access to a 401(k) at all, and 
those who had one often paid high fees and received 
paltry contributions from their employers, which were 
often slashed during hard times. There were reforms 
on the edges: Automatic sign-ups helped encourage 
higher savings, and new rules helped nudge savers 
into more diversified funds.

Still, even affluent Americans faced a persistent
problem with the 401(k) system—one that’s hitting
hard right now. It’s known as sequence of return
risk. For anyone about to retire, what matters to
their financial well-being is not just the long-term
return their portfolio can deliver, but also what hap-
pens in the markets in those first years after they
stop working. A big blow at the start—even if it’s fol-
lowed by a rally—can set you off course for good.

To see why, consider a common financial plan-
ning shortcut called the 4% rule. It says you should
be able to withdraw about 4% of the starting value
of your nest egg each year. So if you have $1 million
saved by retirement, you can live on an income of
about $40,000. Now, of course, many Americans
who were millionaires at the beginning of the year
are back to six figures. Spectrem Group, a research
firm, estimates the number of U.S. millionaires as
of March 20 dropped by at least 500,000, from a
record 11 million at the beginning of 2020.

The losses for retirement savers depend on how
exposed they were to stocks. The Vanguard Target
Retirement 2020 Fund, split roughly 50-50 between
equities and bonds, was down 13.9% year-to-date
through March 24. Right there—and this assumes
no further decline—a $40,000-a-year income for
someone retiring now has fallen to $34,440. That’s
a considerable change in lifestyle. If you can’t make
that adjustment, you can draw down more, but
every dollar you pull out now won’t be there to
take advantage of a future rise in value. And your
odds of running out of money before you die

Assume annual withdrawals of 4% of your initial balance. According
to calculations by retirement researchers at Morningstar, here’s the
chance* of your money lasting if you are hit with a 25% loss …

... in the 30th year of retirement 

... in the 20th year

... in the 10th year

... in the 5th year

... in the 1st year

75%

65

55

47

41

All in the Timing

The sell-off 
highlights “the 
vulnerability 
of workers 
relying on 
defined 
contribution 
plans, where 
they absorb all 
the risk”

1930-41 1942-47 1948-53 1954-59 1960-65

$226k

$291k
$322k$328k

$274k

Retirement assets at
ages 51-56 for medium-
wealth households, by
birth year

◼ Defined contribution
wealth (401(k)s, etc.)

◼ Defined benefit
wealth (pensions)

◼ Social Security wealth

After a postwar boom, the nest eggs of typical Americans in their mid-50s have been shrinking
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calm, with cash in their portfolios that should allow 
them to ride out volatility.

Despite its practicality and popularity, Social
Security has long been a political football. According 
to calculations by the system’s trustees last year, the 
program’s income and reserves won’t be enough to 
pay for scheduled benefits by 2035, forcing the U.S. 
to reduce benefits by about 20%, unless changes are 
made. The coronavirus pandemic makes those cal-
culations worse, though no one can fathom by how 
much right now. There will be fewer workers to sup-
port the pay-as-you-go system through their pay-
roll taxes. Money will be flying out the door faster 
than it’s coming in.

Yet now, with every sector of the economy cry-
ing out for help, some are making the case for 
more generous benefits. On March 21, Democratic 
Senators Elizabeth Warren, Chuck Schumer, and Ron 
Wyden proposed increasing Social Security checks 
by $200 a month over the next two years, as part 
of the stimulus to combat the fallout from the pan-
demic. Deficit hawks say such payments wouldn’t 
be targeted enough to the people who most need 
help now. But even if that idea goes nowhere today, 
the conversation has shifted away from fixing Social 
Security by making it more austere. The federal bud-
get anxieties of the 2030s, or even 2021, are looking 
a long way away.

As things get tighter, many Americans may simply 
cancel a big chunk of their retirement. It’s a strategy 
that more and more older people had been trying. 
In the recovery from the Great Recession, more 
Americans worked past 65 than at any point since 
the creation of Medicare back in the 1960s. A cou-
ple years of extra work, when you’re still saving and 
not drawing upon savings, can drastically lower the
risk of running out of money later. Social Security
also rewards those who wait with higher benefits.

But this crisis was perfectly designed to throw a
wrench into such plans. Unemployment is rising, and
jobs dealing with the public are unsafe for seniors,
who are likelier to die if they catch the virus. Now,
baby boomers like Dominguez, who struggle to find
work, have little to fall back on beyond Social Security.

Ninety years ago, the Depression was the crucible
for a new approach to old age, a way that generations
of workers could share economic risks to create the
possibility of retirement. Today, as businesses from
giant corporations to mom and pop restaurants go
begging for bailouts, retirees—and the millions who
hope to get there—may demand their own rescue
package. �Ben Steverman, with Paula Dwyer
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THE BOTTOM LINE The pandemic has revealed weaknesses in
everything from the economy to health care. Add the retirement
system to that list.

will go up. (See the chart on the previous page 
for another illustration of this effect.)

What about the picture for younger people,
whose retirement is years or decades away? That’s
darkened too. On the upside, if you are very young, 
it’s possible that today’s lower equity valuations will 
improve your future returns. But that assumes you 
are in position to save and invest now. That’s diffi-
cult when millions lose their jobs and businesses see 
revenue drop to zero. Instead, many cash-strapped 
Americans may be forced to tap into retirement at 
the worst possible time.

Even in the best of times, though, many workers 
with 401(k)s would have struggled to save enough. 
Last year, Munnell’s Center for Retirement Research 
calculated what would happen if workers eligible for 
401(k)s boosted their contributions by 5 percentage 
points. Although that would require a heroic effort 
by many working- and middle-class Americans—a 
boost in their savings rates of 50%—it barely moves 
the needle. The share of working-age households at 
risk of falling short in retirement barely dropped at 
all, from 50.2% to 47.1%.

Most people can’t save enough individually to pro-
tect themselves from bad luck, whether that’s a job 
loss or a global financial collapse. “The 401(k)-based 
system is woefully inadequate for protecting workers 
from these sorts of shocks,” says Nari Rhee, director 
of the Retirement Security Program at the University 
of California at Berkeley’s Center for Labor Research
& Education. “No individual can do it alone.”

Even before the crisis, experts and policymakers 
were starting to rethink the 401(k)-based system 
by going back to old ways of sharing the risks of 
retirement. One idea—bedeviled by legal barriers, 
red tape, and cost concerns—is to make the 401(k)
look and feel more like a traditional pension, using
annuity-like insurance products that guarantee 
income for life. Another is to shore up Americans’ 
retirement security by bolstering Social Security.

“Savings are important for short-term needs,” 
says Nancy Altman, a former pension lawyer who 
co-founded the advocacy group Social Security 
Works in 2010. “But what you need for retirement 
is insurance, and that’s what Social Security pro-
vides.” About half of retirees rely on Social Security 
for most of their income.

Even wealthy Americans love their Social Security, 
especially at times like this. Its value became clear 
to Milo Benningfield, a San Francisco financial 
adviser, as markets crashed in 2008. “It offered all 
kinds of benefits, both financial and psychological,” 
he says. “It’s the only real asset in the plan that’s 
guaranteed income for life—if all else fails.” For now, 
Benningfield says his retired clients are relatively 

● Monthly Social 
Security increase 
proposed by 
Democrats as part 
of the stimulus plan 

$200
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A Suddenly
Mortgage Market
The $16 trillion U.S. mortgage market—epicenter 
of the last global financial crisis—is suddenly expe-
riencing its worst turmoil in more than a decade. 
Unlike last time, risky mortgages aren’t the cause. 
Instead, the pandemic is threatening to make good 
loans go bad and causing funding for some new 
loans to dry up. 

Measures to slow the spread of the disease 
have slammed the brakes on commerce, poten-
tially preventing companies from making pay-
ments on their leases and commercial mortgages. 
Companies are also firing employees, who won’t 
be able to keep up on their own rents and home 
loans. Mortgage industry veterans warn of a cas-
cade of defaults. 

At the same time, holders of mortgage-backed 
securities are fielding redemption requests from 
clients, margin calls from jittery counterparties 
who’ve lent them money, and drops in their valu-
ations, forcing the funds to solicit offers on billions 
of dollars in assets in emergency sales over the 
weekend of March 21. The pain continued on the 
following Tuesday when Invesco Mortgage Capital 
Inc., a real estate investment trust that invests in 
mortgage-backed securities, said it’s no longer 
able to fund margin calls. If forced sales acceler-
ate, bond prices could fall and put pressure on 
other investors.

The tensions are flaring across the property 
market—inflating rates for home loans, lead-
ing listing companies such as Zillow Group Inc. 
to suspend instant-offer buying programs, and 
prompting industry players from real estate bro-
kers to mall owners to plead directly to President 
Trump for relief. The Federal Reserve, in a sur-
prise announcement on March 23, said it’s buying 
unlimited amounts of Treasury bonds and mort-
gage securities to keep borrowing costs low. It also 
set up programs to ensure more credit flows to 
businesses of all sizes and state and local govern-
ments. But that effort has limits. For example, the
central bank is focusing on securities consisting
of so-called agency home loans and commercial

mortgages that were created with help from the 
federal government. That may account for about 
half of the overall mortgage market.

Flagstar Bancorp, one of the biggest U.S. lend-
ers to mortgage providers, said on March 20 that 
it stopped funding most new home loans without 
government backing. Other so-called warehouse
lenders are tightening financing terms to mortgage
providers, either raising costs or refusing to sup-
port certain types of home loans. One prominent
mortgage funder, Angel Oak Mortgage Solutions,
on March 23 said it’s pausing all loan activity for
two weeks. It blamed an “inability to appropri-
ately evaluate credit risk.”

Banks are facing pressures that will make it
hard for them to step in by making or purchasing
mortgages others are dumping. Corporate borrow-
ers have been drawing down credit lines at banks, 
siphoning off cash and raising the prospect that 
the lenders will eventually incur losses.

It all means households are being charged 
mortgage rates far above where they ought to 
be, with no end in sight, says Jeremy Sopko, 
co-founder and chief executive officer of Nations 
Lending Corp. Interest rates on 30-year fixed-rate 
mortgages typically follow yields on the 10-year 
Treasury note, a benchmark for borrowing 
costs in the U.S. economy. But in March the gap 
between the two is set to reach a record, accord-
ing to monthly data going back to 1998.

“The Fed is going to do whatever it takes to 
restore normal functioning in the market,” says 
Karen Dynan, a Harvard economics professor 
who formerly worked as a Fed economist and at 
the Department of the Treasury. “But we need 
to remember that the root of the problem is that 
financial institutions and investors are desperately 
seeking cash, so in that sense the Fed’s announce-
ment is not everything that needs to be done.” 
�Shahien Nasiripour

● Wall Street is rattled by concerns about debt payments and a shortage of funds

THE BOTTOM LINE   Funds that hold many mortgage bonds are 
racing to sell as they face margin calls and clients try to take out 
money. It’s amplifying anxiety throughout the system.

 Fra  gile

“The Fed is 
going to do 
whatever 
it takes to 
restore normal 
functioning in 
the market”
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Juan Sandoval used to work 70 hours a week,
splitting his time between a fried-chicken fast-food
chain in Chicago’s West Loop and a well-known
Italian eatery a few miles away.

That was before Illinois announced in mid-March
that dining establishments across the state would
have to close for dine-in customers. Since then, the
49-year-old father of two has been able to patch
together shifts assembling takeout meals at the fried-
chicken place, but that only added up to 20 hours
in the week after the ban took effect. Meanwhile,
Sandoval hasn’t heard back from his managers at
the Italian restaurant, where he made $14 an hour
prepping salads. “I’m worried about if I’m going to
get money for food and to pay my rent,” he says.

The U.S. economy has never been more depen-
dent on jobs in the leisure and hospitality sector—
restaurants, hotels, and entertainment venues.

But with the coronavirus outbreak in the U.S., that
sector has been severely threatened. More than
1 in 10 workers, about 16.9 million in total, were 
employed in these industries as of February, a 
record. Also at an all-time high: the share of over-
all consumer spending being directed toward those
businesses—about 8.6%, or $1.3 trillion a year.

Much of that economic activity is disappear-
ing overnight—shut down by decree, as local gov-
ernments impose social-distancing measures
designed to halt the spread of the lethal virus.
Transportation services—which include every-
thing from airlines to Uber—account for an addi-
tional $486 billion in annual consumer spending,
and they’re taking a big hit, too.

It all adds up to massive layoffs at an unprece-
dented pace. The unemployment rate in February
was 3.5%, a 50-year low, but James Bullard, president
of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, has warned
that it could reach 30% within months—a level that
would exceed the peak during the Great Depression.
A March 17 report by the staffing firm Challenger,
Gray & Christmas projects the restaurant industry
alone could shed as many as 7.4 million jobs.

Like a tsunami, the wave of layoffs came
suddenly and with practically no warning. F
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● Measures to control the 
epidemic are crushing a 
sector employing more than 
1 in 10 U.S. workers

C ollateral Damage
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What comes next isn’t going to be anything like
past recessions seen in the U.S., says Gabriel Mathy,
an economics professor at American University in
Washington. Typically downturns start in the man-
ufacturing sector, then spread to service industries—
which tend to weather them relatively well. That’s
because while consumers may delay purchases of
big-ticket items such as cars or washing machines,
they’ll still try to squeeze in the occasional restau-
rant meal or trip to the movies.

But with many of those businesses in dan-
ger of going under—and the people they employ
being thrown out of work—the rapid post-virus
rebound that forecasters hope for may prove to
be a pipe dream. People won’t make up for all
the times they didn’t go out, especially if they’ve
been without paychecks for weeks or months.
“Economists don’t really have a good road map
for this,” says Mathy.

The risks could compound quickly, with rent
payments due for millions at the start of the month.
Robert West, 44, like so many others, is already
running the numbers in his head. He lost his job
as a cook in a Philadelphia restaurant just a few
days after the city enacted a ban on dine-in service
on March 16. He has some savings, but he’s won-
dering how long they’ll last. Many of his younger
co-workers don’t have even that cushion, living
paycheck to paycheck and continually scrambling
for extra hours or shifts, he says. “A lot of people
who rent are going to have trouble on April 1.”

Workers in the leisure and hospitality indus-
try are the lowest paid of any of the sectors

31

Unemployment offices in several states reported 
jammed phone lines or website glitches as claims 
piled up. Based on preliminary reports from sev-
eral states, analysts at S&P Global Ratings project
that the weekly initial jobless claims report due
out on March 26 could show as many as 3 million
Americans filing for unemployment insurance, 
which would be a record. 
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● Companies feel pressure not to shed workers even if their business is suffering

China’s Job Protections

identified because of the sensitivity of talking about
job losses, say they can no longer afford to pay all
their workers yet are loath to dismiss them.

A sudden spike in unemployment that might
fill the streets with disgruntled workers has been a
recurrent fear for the Communist Party of China,
which has outlasted its Russian counterpart by
almost 30 years, in part by consistently hitting its
economic growth targets.

In the late 1990s, when Premier Zhu Rongji
carried out a sweeping reform of state-owned
enterprises (SOEs) that resulted in an estimated
2 million job cuts, sacked workers staged protests
around the country.

Now authorities are concerned that layoffs

tracked by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, with
an average wage of $16.83 an hour, compared 
with $28.17 in manufacturing and $31.19 in con-
struction. Only about a third have access to health 
benefits, the lowest proportion among all sec-
tors. It’s hard not to make a connection between 
these depressing statistics and the fact that some 
of the sector’s largest employers, notably fast-
food chains, have strenuously resisted workers’ 
attempts at unionization.

For Sandoval, West, and millions of oth-
ers, how long the hardship lasts will depend on 
whether measures like the ones adopted in New 
York, Chicago, Philadelphia, and other major cit-
ies succeed in slowing the spread of the virus.
The roughly $2 trillion economic rescue pack-
age Congress was on the verge of approving as
Bloomberg Businessweek went to press should bring
some relief, though the medicine may not be fast-
acting. Its provisions include direct payments for
lower- and middle-income American households to
help them stay current on payments. The legislation
also budgets $500 billion in bailout funds for com-
panies that have seen their revenue evaporate over
the last couple of months, as well as $350 billion for
lending programs available to small businesses that
pledge not to shed workers during the crisis.

In Chicago, Gina Capitanini, the third-genearation
owner of Italian Village Restaurants, a group of

THE BOTTOM LINE The leisure and hospitality sector employed
about 16.9 million workers as of February, but layoffs are accelerating
as virus-induced closures and cancellations increase.

“We won’t slash jobs, but we can’t pay you either.”
That’s what the founders at a 200-person

startup that created one of China’s most popu-
lar running apps told some of their employees in
March. The statement sums up the predicament
now faced by businesses across much of China,
where the government is asking companies not to
fire workers and offering incentives to keep them
on the books.

In February revenue at the Guangzhou-based
company dropped to less than 10% of its usual
monthly level as government-mandated measures
to contain the spread of the novel coronavirus 
confined runners to their homes. The founders, 
who asked that neither they nor the company be 

three eateries that includes the one that employed 
Sandoval, says she worries about the people she’s 
had to lay off because of the virus and also about 
her business, which will suffer, too. That means 
Capitanini may not be in a position to rehire every-
one once this is all over. “Probably, financially, we 
wouldn’t be able to do it,” she says. “It’s definitely 
going to be hunkering down.” �Matthew Boesler 
and Shruti Date Singh

● San Francisco
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to downsize, and additional incentives may be rolled
out in the months ahead.

Despite decades-long efforts to overhaul unprof-
itable SOEs, China’s leadership continues to rely
on them as shock absorbers during times of eco-
nomic strain. Workers there might have to tolerate
shorter shifts, reduced pay, or unpaid leave, but
they’ll keep their jobs.

Yet the ranks of SOEs have thinned consider-
ably over the years, meaning that a larger share
of the country’s workers are employed in the
private sector. Private companies contribute 80%
of jobs in cities, according to Vice Premier Liu He.
These businesses may be less willing—or less able—
to comply with the government’s request to idle
workers instead of firing them, even with added
incentives such as delayed payment of social secu-
rity contributions.

Many Chinese university students have taken
to Weibo, a Twitter-like social media platform,
to vent their frustrations over their career pros-
pects. (“Graduation equals unemployment” is one
slogan making the rounds.) The government has
responded by expanding the number of openings
at graduate school programs and directing public
agencies and SOEs to give the new grads priority
in hiring. That will still leave millions jockeying for
jobs in the private sector, where about a third of
companies plan to cut back on hiring, according
to a February survey by Zhaopin.com, a site that

caters to white-collar job seekers. Only 20% of the
9,000 companies polled said their hiring plans were
unchanged, while more than a third were unsure.

The owners of the Guangzhou software startup
don’t expect business to improve until September,
when the competitive running season returns. The
business typically hires 20 recent college gradu-
ates a year but will not be bringing any on board in
2020. �Bloomberg News

THE BOTTOM LINE   Government officials are leaning on 
employers to prevent unemployment from soaring. Some forecasts 
have joblessness ticking up as high as 10% this year.

could further stoke popular discontent, which 
began bubbling up on Chinese social media plat-
forms since evidence surfaced that government 
officials had suppressed early reports about the 
risks posed by the virus and manipulated infection 
statistics. A widely scrutinized measure of urban 
unemployment jumped to 6.2% in February, the 
highest since the gauge was introduced in 2018.  
With a record 9 million university graduates enter-
ing the workforce in 2020, the rate could rise to as 
high as 10% this year, says Iris Pang, chief Greater 
China economist at ING Bank NV in Hong Kong.

Alarm bells are ringing in Beijing. “All relevant 
government departments should give top priority 
to stabilizing employment,” said Premier Li Keqiang 
at a March 10 meeting of the State Council, China’s 
top executive body. “As long as employment is sta-
ble this year, it is no big deal for the economy to 
grow a little bit faster or a little bit slower.”

During previous economic shocks including 
the Asian financial crisis in the late 1990s and the 
2008 global financial crisis, China was able to con-
tain the rise in joblessness by ramping up invest-
ment in public works, directing banks to increase 
lending, and ordering state-owned enterprises to 
refrain from layoffs. The country also managed to 
weather the trade war with the U.S. last year with-
out a marked increase in unemployment. 

This time the outlook may be much worse. 
Lockdowns of cities, travel bans, and other mea-
sures enacted to contain the outbreak shut down 
a large swath of the economy for two months. 
Priority No. 1 now is getting businesses back on 
their feet. The government has cut interest rates, 
allowed a more lenient stance on bad loans, and 
sped up the approval process for companies to 
restart operations. 

Even so, many of the nation’s private businesses 
say they’ve been unable to access the funding they 
need to meet upcoming payroll and debt payment 
deadlines. In a February survey of mostly small and 
medium-size enterprises by China Merchants Bank 
Co., two-thirds of the more than 20,000 respon-
dents said they would be unable to stay in business 
for more than three months given their current 
cash reserves. Exporters, meanwhile, are seeing 
a plunge in orders from clients in North America, 
Europe, and the rest of Asia, as foreign govern-
ments step up their own public-health efforts.  

Under such circumstances, most companies 
would quickly move to dismiss workers. Yet in 
places such as Heilongjiang province in the north-
east, SOEs have been instructed to limit layoffs. A 
number of Chinese provinces are offering refunds 
on social security payments as an inducement not 

1/2016 2/2020

6.5%

5.5

4.5

▼ China’s urban 
unemployment rate
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○ The pandemic has added 
momentum—and urgency—to 
efforts to expand voting by mail 

to expand mail-in voting, a trend that has been 
slowly building over the last two decades. A bill 
introduced on March 18 by Oregon Senator Ron 
Wyden—the first U.S. senator elected in a state-
wide mail-in election—and Minnesota Senator Amy 
Klobuchar would require states to allow mail-in and 
early voting during a pandemic or natural disas-
ter and would provide funding for the cost of bal-
lots and postage, among other things. The stimulus 
bill passed on March 25 includes $400 million for 
states to allow vote by mail, expand early voting 
and online registration, and hire more workers, but 
it doesn’t include a mandate.

Even apart from such efforts at the national level, 
there are signs of an avalanche of mail-in ballots in 
November. In 2016, the 33 million ballots cast by 
mail amounted to almost one-fourth of all votes. 
This year, experts say tens of millions more voters 
could request mail-in ballots, even without changes 

The coronavirus outbreak that has forced Americans 
to retreat to their homes and brought the economy 
to a standstill also threatens to upend the presiden-
tial election. Multiple states have rescheduled their 
spring primaries as the number of confirmed cases 
of Covid-19 keeps climbing. Some polling places in 
states that held primaries on March 17 were hastily 
closed; at others, workers scrambled to disinfect vot-
ing machines and keep people 6 feet apart in line. 
Voters were encouraged by officials to avoid the 
health risks of in-person voting entirely—by casting 
their ballots by mail. 

The pandemic has prompted new attempts 

Is This the Future of 
U.S. Elections?
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in federal or state laws. A dramatic rise in absen-
tee ballot requests could swamp smaller elections
boards that have traditionally used a handful of
workers to handle mail-in ballots (instead of staff-
ing up or using machines that can scan and verify
signatures on envelopes) or have held off opening,
certifying, and counting them until polls close. It
also could mean that the outcome of the presiden-
tial race won’t be known for weeks.

Before the coronavirus crisis, five states were
already going to conduct the fall election entirely
by mail: Colorado, Hawaii, Oregon, Utah, and
Washington. Starting in November, California will
allow any county to choose an all-mail-in election,
supplemented by centralized voting centers. Thirty
counties in North Dakota and 11 in Nebraska plan
all-mail elections as well.

But those efforts came after years of discussion
and preparation. Updating procedures to handle a
crush of absentee ballots is a heavy lift. “In our life-
times, I haven’t seen a bigger challenge to elections
officials,” says Thad Kousser, a political science pro-
fessor at the University of California at San Diego. 

Michigan and Pennsylvania recently made it eas-
ier to request mail-in ballots, but they didn’t update
related laws to allow them to be processed before
Election Day—which could leave a huge number of
uncounted ballots to be dealt with after polls close.
Both are swing states that may determine the out-
come of the presidential race.

To stave off problems, fast action is required,
election experts say. Congress should consider giv-
ing states money to buy new equipment, hire staff,
and print ballots. State lawmakers need to revisit
their absentee voting laws. Local officials must
make decisions about polling day staffing. And all
those steps take time, which is running out. “It is
not at all unfair to characterize right now as the
last minute,” says Matt Blaze, an expert on elec-
tion security at Georgetown University Law Center.

Matthew Weil, director of the Elections Project
at the Bipartisan Policy Center, a Washington, D.C.,
think tank, says it may be easier for some states
to shift to an entirely mail-in election, since it’s
simpler to mail every voter a ballot than to sort
through tens of thousands of requests. Mail-in
ballots could be supplemented by voting centers
to assist early voters and disabled, elderly, and
English-as-a-second-language voters, as well as peo-
ple who didn’t receive a ballot in the mail.

Local election officials in Maryland, which
pushed its primary from late April to June because of
the pandemic, have called for an all-mail-in election.
In Montgomery County, the number of requests for
absentee ballots for the primary is already four or

THE BOTTOM LINE   Election experts predict mail-in voting will 
soar in the remaining primaries and on Election Day. But a tide of 
absentee ballots would bring its own problems. 

five times the usual rate, says Alysoun McLaughlin,
the county’s deputy elections director. In an all-
mail-in election, she says, she would just shift the
paid volunteers she already has for Election Day into
processing and counting ballots. Even then, she’d
need more funding to handle the cost of sending out
ballots. “There’s no question mailing an absentee 
ballot out to every registered voter is going to have 
a cost,” she says. “That’s not cheap, but neither is a 
public-health emergency.”

The growth of voting by mail will also change 
how Americans experience election night. A high 
proportion of absentee ballots may lead to frustra-
tion as results aren’t announced for hours or days. 
“The public has grown accustomed to instant 
gratification on election night, with results and 
forecasted winners when polls close or shortly 
thereafter,” says Dale Ho, director of the Voting 
Rights Project at the ACLU. If we have to adjust to 
a slower model, he says, “it’s going to be hard.” 
—Ryan Teague Beckwith

� States that vote
by mail

� Conduct all elections
by mail

�  Permit some 
elections to be 
conducted by mail

○ Companies push digital voting systems, 
while cybersecurity experts warn against them

Or Is This?

While Senators Amy Klobuchar and Ron Wyden 
push to expand vote-by-mail programs, a small 
group of companies argue for an alternative, one 
they claim will boost voter participation nation-
wide: mobile voting. 

Jurisdictions in at least 15 states are planning 
to use mobile balloting in a limited capacity in 
2020 to account for overseas voters and those 
with disabilities. Proponents of a digital elector-
ate hope the coronavirus spurs adoption of their 
technology. The virus has provided an “opportu-
nity,” says Bradley Tusk, chief executive officer of 
Tusk Holdings and a supporter of mobile voting: 
“People are being told by the government not to 
congregate, and that’s a pretty clear directive not 
to go vote.” Tusk, who says he hasn’t invested in 
any mobile voting companies, has spent “in the 
low seven figures” helping local governments 
cover the costs of adopting the systems. 

VOTING
ISDOPE
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology doctoral
student Michael Specter describes Tusk’s position as
a “false dichotomy” that ignores postal ballots. He
and his colleagues say mobile voting technology is
unproven and opens the door to cyber risks. 

A mobile voting app called Voatz has already
been used in federal, local, and partywide elections
in Denver, Oregon, Utah, and West Virginia. In a
paper published in March, cybersecurity research
firm Trail of Bits discovered 79 flaws in the Voatz
system, including one that allows someone armed
with the proper credentials to alter votes. The
paper, funded in part by Tusk and Voatz, expanded
on findings published in February by Specter and
his MIT colleague James Koppel.

West Virginia was set to adopt Voatz for its May 12
presidential primary, before the state pulled the
plug, citing security concerns raised in the paper.
Voatz founder and CEO Nimit Sawhney describes
the findings as a malicious attack by entities ideo-
logically opposed to online voting. He says state and
local election administrators aren’t prepared to han-
dle the burden of an exponential increase in postal
ballots, which have been known to get lost and go
uncounted. “The current crisis heightens the need
to have an alternative method like mobile voting,”
says Sawhney, who created Voatz after winning a
2014 hackathon at South by Southwest in Austin.
Despite the “animus towards us,” he says Voatz is
meeting with potential customers.

Security experts say that even if attackers don’t
change votes, their threat to a mobile election sys-
tem may trigger questions about the credibility of
results. According to J. Alex Halderman, a University
of Michigan professor who specializes in election
security: “We’re at least a decade away, if at all.”

West Virginia now plans to use Seattle-based
Democracy Live to handle digital voting in its pri-
mary. With Democracy Live, jurisdictions get
access to an Amazon Web Services portal where
users go to download a ballot or make selections
online. Either way, the ballots are printed and
counted by local election officials, in contrast to
Voatz, which is an all-digital system.

For three weeks leading up to Feb. 11, voters
in the Seattle region cast ballots online in an elec-
tion for a board of supervisors position on the King
Conservation District using Democracy Live. The
vote was the first election in the U.S. to enable voters
to cast ballots by phone, tablet, or computer. It
worked without a glitch for the more than 3,000 vot-
ers who cast ballots, according to the local election
administrator. Bryan Finney, founder and CEO of
Democracy Live, says multiple states and local juris-
dictions have since approached him. While Finney

Last year, Marco Rubio landed in hot water with 
his kids over a post he made on Instagram. “Dear 
Parents,” Rubio wrote under an image of the logo 
for TikTok, the Chinese-owned social video app, “if 
you don’t want to donate personal data to China 
then #DeleteTikTok today.” (TikTok has denied 
such allegations.) One irritated teen responded
“Ok boomer,” but supporters, tagging their chil-
dren, commented “Delete Now” and “This should
have been said a long time ago.” Rubio’s sons, 14
and 12, got flak from classmates after some of their
parents made them delete the app. 

The attempt to keep America’s youth from shar-
ing their dance moves with a Chinese company was,
alas, unsuccessful: TikTok remains wildly popular
among U.S. teens. That hasn’t deterred the influ-
ential Florida senator from what he says is now a
top policy priority: severing economic ties between
Beijing and U.S. consumers, companies, and capital 
markets, a task he argues will be especially urgent in
the aftermath of the coronavirus outbreak.

While many Republican politicians—President 
Trump included—have endorsed similar ideas, 
Rubio stands out for the intensity of his efforts, 
largely ignoring pleas from business lobbies to tone 
them down. “The U.S. has never faced a near-peer 

“This is an 
enormous 
challenge, and 
it’ll define the 
21st century. 
We’re late. We 
don’t have time 
to spare”

THE BOTTOM LINE People use mobile phones for almost
everything, so why not vote with them? Cybersecurity experts say
the risk of election hacking is too great.

Marco Rubio Squares Up  
To Beijing

● The Florida senator wants the U.S.
to take a harder line on China

 

says he’s discussing testing hacking vulnerabilities 
with the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, he 
declined to disclose details of earlier tests.

Senator Wyden isn’t impressed. “Security 
experts have shown over and over again that 
online voting isn’t safe, isn’t reliable, and is dan-
gerously vulnerable to foreign hackers,” the 
Oregon Democrat says. Tusk says that misses the 
point. “The cybersecurity experts will say it’s ter-
rible if people over the age of 70 are voting on their 
phone,” he says. “But is that more terrible than 
them dying of the virus because they voted in pub-
lic? I don’t think so.” �Kartikay Mehrotra
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THE BOTTOM LINE Rubio has carved out political space for
himself as a China hawk, but his aggressive stance may not win
over the U.S. business community.

competitor in the industrial, technological, geopo-
litical, and military realm, so this is an enormous 
challenge, and it’ll define the 21st century,” Rubio 
says. “We’re late. We don’t have time to spare.” 

Proposed legislation he has sponsored would 
stop American pension funds from buying Chinese 
securities, delist China-based companies from U.S. 
exchanges, and further restrict sales of sensitive 
American technology to China, in keeping with the 
limits imposed on Huawei Technologies Co. that 
went into effect in May 2018. Another proposal he 
sponsored, which was signed into law last fall, could 
freeze the assets of Chinese officials believed to be 
responsible for human-rights abuses in Hong Kong.

Rubio has argued in recent weeks that the
coronavirus pandemic shows the dangers of exces-
sive dependence on the world’s most populous 
country, which is the primary source for medical 
supplies from masks and gloves to pharmaceutical 
ingredients—many of which are now in desperately 
short supply in the U.S.

Rubio, 48, began focusing on China only relatively 
recently. He’s never been there and says he has no 
plans to go. As he learned more about economic and 
national security policy, though, “China kept com-
ing up,” he says. “It’s sort of an issue I worked into 
backwards.” By 2016, which he began as a strong 
presidential contender, the economic impact of 
the world’s most populous country was an issue he
couldn’t avoid. “You go to the Midwest, to Ohio, to
places where we once had these communities that
were sustained by certain work,” he says, “and you
realize that these industries didn’t just collapse
because of the way the market works. They collapsed
because of a concerted effort by a nation-state.”

That election, of course, also showed the political
value of Beijing-bashing. Promising to punish China
and other countries he claimed had “raped” the U.S.,
Trump walloped Rubio even in Florida. Although he
handily won his Senate seat that November, Rubio
returned to Washington somewhat aimless, former
staffers and political consultants say—unsure of how
to reassert his position in a Trump-dominated party,
or to find common cause with a man who once rid-
iculed him on Twitter as “Little Marco.” China was
one issue where their priorities aligned.

Last year, Rubio introduced the Equitable Act,
which would force Chinese companies that are
traded on U.S. stock markets—there are more than
150, with a combined capitalization of more than
$1.2 trillion—to adhere to American accounting
standards or be delisted. A separate bill, the TSP
Act, would block a key federal pension fund from
investing in Chinese companies that have been
accused of stealing intellectual property or are 

under sanctions imposed by the U.S. government.
In Chinese financial circles, where many senior

bankers understand that Senate bills have to over-
come a myriad of hurdles to become law, “peo-
ple are concerned” about Rubio, says Fred Hu, 
the former head of Goldman Sachs Group Inc.’s 
China operations and the founder of investment 
firm Primavera Capital Group. 

The so-called phase one U.S.-China trade deal, 
signed on Jan.  15, will almost certainly move 
things in the opposite direction from Rubio’s 
desires. A key plank of the deal allows banks such 
as Goldman and JPMorgan Chase & Co. to set up 
wholly owned Chinese operations that can com-
pete for local business without restrictions 

Rubio says he’s concerned that promises of 
greater market access will undermine his efforts.
For decades, he says, “the Chinese leadership has
deputized American CEOs to come to Washington 
and advocate for why we should allow China to 
continue to steal because it’s good for short-term 
access.” �Jenny Leonard and Shelly Banjo

▲ Rubio slammed 
TikTok on Instagram. 
His sons weren’t 
amused
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Andrew Rehder, manager of 3M Co.’s respirator
mask factory in Aberdeen, S.D., got the call from headquarters 
on Tuesday, Jan. 21. He gathered about 20 managers and super-
visors into a conference room, where they sat, unworried, 
less than 6 feet apart. Rehder told them that a new virus was 
spreading rapidly in China and that 3M was expecting demand 
for protective gear to jump.

The Aberdeen plant had already ramped up production of 
respirator masks in response to demand from first responders 
battling wildfires in Australia and contending with a volcano 
in the Philippines. Now, Rehder told his charges, Aberdeen 
would shift to “surge capacity.” Idle machinery installed for 
precisely this purpose would be activated, and many of the 
plant’s 650 employees would immediately start working over-
time. “We knew it wouldn’t be a two-week blip, it would be 
longer,” Rehder says. “But I had no idea.”

This is 3M’s moment, one for which the staid, 118-year-old
Minnesota manufacturing giant—the maker of Post-its, Scotch
tape, touchscreen displays, and scores of other products—has 
been preparing for almost two decades. Coming out of the 
SARS epidemic of 2002-03, 3M realized it wasn’t fully equipped 
to handle unexpected explosions of demand in the event of a 
crisis, or what it calls an “X factor.” It decided to build surge 
capacity into its respirator factories around the world.

Over the years, with X factors such as the Ebola panic 
and the H1N1 flu virus generating flash floods of demand, the 
company kept refining its emergency response. When the
world started clamoring for respirator masks to help con-
front coronavirus, 3M was ready.

People everywhere are scrambling for ventilators, Covid-19 
test kits, bleach, and toilet paper. But almost no item is as 
scarce—and as vital to addressing this medical emergency—as 
the N95 respirator masks made by 3M, Honeywell, Medicom, 
and a smattering of other companies. Without respirators, doc-
tors, nurses, and other medical personnel are at increased risk 
of contracting the affliction they’re treating.

China, where this coronavirus originated, also happens to 
produce half the world’s respirators. As the outbreak spread, 
the Chinese government halted mask exports and demanded 
that all in-country manufacturers, including 3M, crank up 
production. Shortages swiftly developed as Covid-19 cases 
appeared in Asia, Europe, and the U.S., forcing health-care 
workers to reuse old respirators and cobble together ersatz 
masks from materials bought at craft stores. In America, states 
are bidding against one another for masks priced as much as 
10 times the usual cost of 60¢ to 80¢ apiece.

3M can’t save the day on its own, but it’s promising a remark-
ably large contribution. The company has in two months dou-
bled global production of N95 masks to about 100 million a 
month, and it’s planning to invest in new equipment to push 
annual mask production to 2 billion within 12 months. On 
March 22, Chief Executive Officer Mike Roman said in a news
release that 3M had sent 500,000 respirators to hard-hit Seattle
and New York City, and that it was ramping up production of
hand sanitizers and disinfectants as well. Two days later, 

Yesterday?

3M meets 
the crisis 
it’s been 

preparing 
for 

By Bryan Gruley and  
Rick Clough

Photograph  by  
Jamie Chung
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Roman said 3M would work with Ford Motor Co. to produce 
powered air purifying respirators, waist-mounted devices that 
blow air into helmets that shield wearers. Honeywell is also 
increasing N95 production, saying it will hire at least 500 peo-
ple to expand capacity at a facility in Rhode Island.

Although businesses globally have emptied out, more than 
half of 3M’s 96,000 employees are still showing up for work in 
its factories and warehouses. “It’s been amazing,” says Rehder, 
who’s in the Aberdeen plant seven days a week, usually walk-
ing the floor, which is now marked with yellow tape to keep 
workers from violating the imaginary 6-foot infection barrier. 
“People are very proud to work in a place that’s making respi-
rators, especially with the need that’s out there now.”

Pliny the Elder wrote of sulfur miners in ancient Rome 
using animal bladders to fashion the earliest face masks. 
Leonardo da Vinci imagined a mask soldiers could wear as 
they flung poisoned powder at enemies. Over the centuries 
masks evolved to counter smoke, smog, coal dust, and asbestos 
fibers. During the 1918 flu pandemic, San Francisco health reg-
ulators recommended that people wear masks in public places.

The N95 respirator is so named because, worn properly, it 
blocks at least 95% of airborne particles from entering a wear-
er’s mouth and nose, while still allowing respiration through 
the microscopically porous shell. This design protects a person 
from medical and other hazards; flimsier, looser-fitting surgi-
cal masks are intended to prevent the wearer from infecting 
others with expelled mucus, blood, or spit.

3M makes about two dozen versions of the N95, for different 
industrial and medical purposes. Generally they’re constructed 
from nonwoven materials—infinitesimal plastic strands blown 
together to form a random thicket that, under a microscope, 
“is going to look like pickup sticks,” says Nikki McCullough, 
3M’s global leader for occupational health and safety. “If you’re 
a submicron particle, it’s quite the journey through there.” 
The filters can block invaders as small as 0.3 microns, or about 
1/100th the thickness of a human hair. The virus is smaller than 
that, at about 0.125 microns, but it often travels within larger 
particles when an infected person coughs or sneezes.

3M started making dust respirators in 1972. Later versions 
became staples at construction sites, oil fields, coal mines, and 
factories, as well as at hospitals and disaster scenes. After the 
SARS outbreak sent demand soaring, Roman says, “We realized

we didn’t have the ability to flex” production to adapt to the 
unexpected. “We had H1N1 after that, we’ve had forest fires 
and hurricanes, and all of those create a surge in demand.” So 
3M set about rethinking the manufacturing process from one 
end of the supply chain to the other. Factories added assembly 
lines that would stand dormant until needed. Suppliers were 
put on alert. The company assembled emergency response 
teams that would leap into action whenever catastrophe beck-
oned: Harvey, Maria, the California wildfires. 

Then came Covid-19. China’s respirator makers had largely 
shut down for Chinese New Year when the coronavirus started 
making headlines, leaving mask supply shrinking just as the 
need was poised to skyrocket.

The supply chain team at 3M noticed early. “We monitor our 
demand constantly,” says Charles Avery, global value stream 
director for 3M’s personal safety division. “We knew we could 
be in for an X factor.” McCullough, who has worked on respira-
tory protection for much of her 23 years at 3M, began to worry 
when she saw Singapore and other countries taking precau-
tionary steps even before they had many cases. “We started 
realizing how quickly this was spreading,” she says.

3M had another built-in advantage: Unlike many companies 
that have moved production to low-cost countries, it sources 
the materials for its respirators near its assembly plants and 
serves customers reasonably close by. “We make respirators in 
China for the China market, we make respirators in Korea for a 
little more than the Korea market,” Roman says. Each plant can 
ship respirators anywhere—pretty important in a pandemic—
but day to day, a plant doesn’t rely on distant vendors subject 
to tariffs or export bans.

In the U.S., the facility at Aberdeen, a city of 28,000, was 
built in 1974. The 450,000-square-foot factory and a sister plant 
in Omaha together produce 400 million respirators of myriad 
types annually. Within the next year, they will be producing 
many more.

When Rehder got that call from his bosses in January, he 
says, “basically, we were at that point where we needed to start 
every machine up. It happened pretty much instantaneously. 
That’s what this plant does.” The facility quickly organized 
offsite and online job fairs. Hires had to undergo training and 
pass a medical exam before starting work. The payroll now 
counts more than 700. 

Rehder has also been bringing in new equipment to build

Know Your Masks
○ PAPR

Hospitals are 
clamoring for 
the powered 
air-purifying 
respirator, the 
next level of 
protection. 

○ N95

The standard for 
health-care 
workers. Creates 
a barrier to a 
minimum of 
95% of airborne 
particles. 

○ Surgical

Most useful for 
protecting 
 others from 
the wearer, not 
the other way 
around.
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additional assembly lines. The mask
components are readily available 
because most of them, including 
the filters, are made in-house. The 
lines that assemble respirator cups, 
filters, nose clips, and nose foam are 
loaded with robots and other auto-
mation, while humans tend to pack-
aging and other tasks that allow more 
easily for social distancing. No work-
ers have yet gotten sick, Rehder says.
At home, his wife has been patient—
though, he jokes, “when we try to sit
down and watch a movie and I get six calls in between, I get
a couple of looks.”

Tamer Abdouni is a Beirut-based consultant who  
facilitates the trade of, among other things, 3M respirators. 
Usually he can buy them for $1.25 apiece and resell them for a 
dime more. Lately the best purchase price he can get is $7.25. 
Even if he were willing to buy at that price, he says, selling 
respirators at multiples of his usual price during a pandemic 
would tarnish his reputation.

“3M makes the Rolls-Royce of masks,” Abdouni says. 
“People are holding stocks of masks and waiting for them 
to increase in value before selling them off. This is becom-
ing very unethical. This is a war on coronavirus, and I don’t 
want to be a warlord.”

In the U.S., too, prices for personal protective equipment 
are being driven up in what has become a grim marketplace. 
It’s unclear whether some distributors are withholding masks 
as demand rises, but states are clamoring for every mask they 
can scrounge and must compete against one another to secure 
them. New York Governor Andrew Cuomo said on March 23 
that masks the state usually buys for 85¢ now cost $7. 

3M says it hasn’t raised respirator prices and can’t control 

what happens after it sells its products to distributors. Roman 
wrote to U.S. Attorney General William Barr on March 24 to 
offer 3M’s help in rooting out medical device counterfeiting 
and price gouging.

With demand soaring, 3M’s respirator sales could nearly 
double this year, to $600 million, according to William Blair 
& Co. analyst Nicholas Heymann. The company, despite its 
$32 billion in annual revenue, could use the boost. 3M has 
frustrated Wall Street in the past year with reduced earnings 
forecasts, sharp downturns in key markets, and thousands 
of layoffs. The coronavirus outbreak remains a threat to the 
broader supply chain and economy, and it could ultimately 
“make it more difficult for 3M to serve customers,” the com-
pany acknowledged in a regulatory filing on March 25. It also 
faces potential liabilities of as much as $10 billion, some ana-
lysts estimate, over its past use of PFAS, a group of chemicals 
that shows some associations with cancer. 3M’s shares fell last 
year even as the broader markets were advancing.

In Aberdeen, Rehder has more pressing things to worry 
about. “I just think,” he says, “as we’ve continued to see 
things spread across the world, it’s put more responsibility 
on us to make sure that every day and every minute we’re 
making every mask we can.” <BW> �With Riley Griffin

“ asically, we were 
at the point where 

we needed to start 
every machine 
up. It happened 

pretty much 
instantaneously” 
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▼ 3M’s factory  
in Aberdeen 
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Inside the Maine factory 
racing to supply America 
with virus test swabs

         
→ Puritan Medical swabs 
at the company’s plant in Guilford.

 

BY DEENA SHANKER
PHOTOGRAPHS  
BY TRISTAN SPINSKI

WABS,  STAT!
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If you’ve ever used a home DNA kit, opened wide and said “ahh,” or measured the depth of a
knife wound in a stabbing victim, chances are you’ve used a device made by Puritan Medical
Products Co. And if you’re tested for the coronavirus that causes Covid-19, it’s quite likely the
swab used to collect a sample from your nose will come from Puritan, too.

Located in Guilford, Maine (pop. 1,521), Puritan is one of two companies that make essen-
tially all of the swabs used for coronavirus testing. (The other, Copan Diagnostics Inc., is in
Italy, one of the epicenters of the deadly disease.) If swabs are necessary for testing, and if
testing is crucial to slowing the virus’s spread, then it wouldn’t be an overstatement to say
that the world’s future depends, at least in part, on Puritan.

“Swabs could be a weak link in broadening testing,” former U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration Commissioner Scott Gottlieb tweeted on March 16. That was four days after 
Puritan first started getting calls from the U.S. government, according to Timothy Templet, 
executive vice president for global sales, who entered the conversations himself shortly there-
after. “I’ve been on the phone since Saturday with many government organizations—Health 
and Human Services, FDA, working groups—just trying to p                                  rovide accurate 
information regarding the ability to produce as many swabs for the country as we possibly can,” 
he says. The federal government doesn’t buy directly from Puritan, however; it helps coordi-
nate with Puritan and other medical suppliers and distributors to get the swabs to where they 
need to go. 

“We are ramping up to produce and wrap a million swabs a week that we need to put into 
the supply chain across the U.S.,” Templet says.

I visited Puritan last September, on a very different reporting trip. I was there to learn about 
its sister business, Hardwood Products Co., located just across the street, to do a lighthearted 
article about American-made popsicle sticks. The two companies, which, since a restruc-
turing in 2002, are separate but still affiliated, were nearing the end of a hundred-year anni-
versary and had a compelling, all-American story to tell. Here was a bustling and successful 
manufacturer making almost all of its own machinery to create innovative products that keep 

“I COULD USE 
60 PEOPLE 
TOMORROW”

1 2
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it ahead of copycats in China. Templet and other executives voiced frustration with China’s
lax enforcement of intellectual property law, and support for the Trump administration’s
willingness to confront it for the transgressions. Yet Puritan managed to thrive long before
the trade war and is positioned to do so afterward, too.  

Founded in 1919 as Minto Toothpick Co. in Saginaw, Mich., Hardwood Products moved to
Guilford shortly thereafter, where it soon made an assortment of cocktail forks, ice cream
spoons, and other wooden sticks. The company entered the medical business in 1928 with the
introduction of its disposable wooden tongue depressor and trademarked the name Puritan
about 20 years later. Today, Puritan sells more than 1,200 products, including 65 different
kinds of swab, ranging from a simple, “all-purpose” cotton swab to a pre-moistened, sterile
macrofoam swab and collection tube used to detect human norovirus on surfaces. All told,
Puritan pulls in more than $45 million a year in sales. 

And then came Covid-19. Suddenly this charming small-town company was at the center
of a global health disaster.

The coronavirus test uses a swab made with short fibers called “flock” (think: tiny polyes-
ter cilia, like nose hairs) that get placed on the end of a plastic applicator—wood can interfere 
with test results—creating a soft tip that will eventually (and gently, one hopes) get shoved 
up a patient’s nose. Unlike the cotton-tipped swabs you find at the drugstore, these flocked 
swabs are designed specifically for picking up microscopic organisms.

Early tests used two swabs, one for the nose and another for the back of the throat, but 
with the shortage, guidelines from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention now call 
for just one. Puritan has two patented flocked swabs—“We’re making and shipping both,” 
Templet says—produced in a room whose intellectual property is so important the photog-
rapher and I aren’t allowed in. But it isn’t as simple as making them and sending them out. 
First, they have to be shipped to another company in Northborough, Mass., for sterilization, 
then back to Puritan, and then sent off for distribution.

“That takes a little bit of time. Hopefully we’ll be firing on all cylinders and getting as many 

1 Founded in 1919, Puritan
now consists of several businesses
that manufacture woodenware and
medical supplies. Hardwood Products
turns Northern white birch trees into
popsicle sticks, ice cream spoons, and
tongue depressors.

2 Across the street, Puritan
produces 65 different kinds of medical
swabs, including the patented flocked
kind used in coronavirus testing.

3 Before they can be 
shipped, the swabs have to be sterilized 
and wrapped in paper. The company 
prints about 100,000 labels per day on 
six printers.

3
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wrapped as we possibly can,” Templet says. In one weekend alone, he says, the company
would be “wrapping”—meaning preparing for sterilization—and sending off more than 2 million
swabs. At the same time, it can’t simply stop making the other medical devices its regular cus-
tomers depend on. The coronavirus swabs have to be additional, they can’t be instead of.

Puritan is extending its five-days-a-week schedule to six, running “at least” 20 hours a day,
Templet says. (Copan is also scaling up, says spokesperson Irene Acerbi, to 24/7 production and
exporting “everywhere in the world,” including shipping the maximum possible to the U.S.)

The biggest challenge for Puritan, though, is a constant shortage of workers. The problem
comes up for companies of all sizes, and it’s been exacerbated by Trump’s ever stricter immi-
gration policies. Executives complained about the lack of job applicants in September—the
town is tiny, older employees are retiring, and new people aren’t exactly moving to Guilford
in droves—and Templet repeats it to me on the phone. The company has 535 employees total.
It’s continually looking for more machine operators and mechanics and hopes to find some
extra hands among the college-age people returning home from schools that closed early
and workers recently laid off by nearby employers. The medical side will also borrow from 
the Hardwood side when it can, Templet says.

“The whole labor shortage has created difficulties, to have enough machines and build 
equipment,” he says. “I could use 60 people tomorrow.” The company makes an average of 
19 million swabs of all kinds each month, a number that could go up “if we had more people.”

Social distancing in the factory is practiced to the extent possible, and employees are 
taking all the other precautions they can: sanitizing constantly, covering up with protective 
clothing—including face masks as available—getting rest when they aren’t working, and stay-
ing home if they feel sick. (The company does have paid sick leave.) Temperatures are taken 
daily, and every employee has been given personal hand sanitizer.

“They are proud to be part of this. They are doing as much as they can, as fast they can, 
and being as safe as they can to provide products,” Templet says. “Management, including 
myself, are available to run machines if need be.” <BW>

4 The company uses
polyester, rayon, and U.S.-grown
cotton for its swabs. One machine
shreds and fluffs fibers, and another
turns that into rope, which is then
used to “tip” the swabs.

5 Puritan, which produces
more than 1,200 medical products,
prints labels for them with expiration
dates to make them fully traceable.

6 Packing and labeling 
medical swabs. Puritan says its 
employees implement social 
distancing where possible and 
wear protective clothing like gloves 
and masks.
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CHINA’S DJI OWNS  

THE MARKET FOR CONSUMER DRONES.  

NOW IT’S RECKONING WITH THE CONSEQUENCES

BY BLAKE SCHMIDT AND ASHLEE VANCE

ILLUSTRATIONS BY JOEL PLOSZ
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E
very summer, DJI, the world’s largest drone 
maker, puts on a competition in Shenzhen 
called RoboMaster. If amateur robotics warfare 
isn’t your hobby of choice, you should know that 

at the event hundreds of university students from China, 
Japan, the U.S., and elsewhere build robotic vehicles the 
size of lawn mowers, arm them with plastic bullets, and pit 
the machines against one another in front of thousands of
screaming fans. 

The competition was Frank Wang’s idea. For several years,
the founder and chief executive officer of DJI (full name: SZ DJI
Technology Co.) has attempted to turn RoboMaster into some-
thing like a cult that celebrates engineering—and, not inciden-
tally, stokes demand for his company’s products. Along with
the event, there’s a TV cartoon, a reality show, a documen-
tary, and a comic book series. Starting last year, DJI began sell-
ing a smaller version of a battlebot to consumers as a DIY kit
called the RoboMaster S1.

In public, Wang doesn’t preach the RoboMaster gospel
himself. He’s perhaps the most private tech CEO of them all,
shunning all but a handful of media requests over his 14 years
as DJI’s boss and figurehead. He stood up a planned interview
for this story twice, leaving his representatives to apologize
and explain that they just never quite know what the man will
do. In fact, the rumor going around DJI’s press office is that
Wang might not speak to a reporter ever again. 

Reclusiveness is a bit off-brand for the world’s first drone
billionaire. DJI has filled the skies with cheap, easy-to-use fly-
ing machines that produce vivid video records of the world
below. It has improved these products at such a relentless pace
that rivals don’t so much compete with DJI as cower before
it. Photographers, filmmakers, and gad-
get wonks adore DJI and obsess over 
its every invention. Other Chinese tech 
companies are still sometimes dismissed 
as lame copycats, but DJI has proved that 
China’s startup scene can create an orig-
inal global brand with a steady supply of 
die-hard fans.

And yet the company’s future sud-
denly seems uncertain. Talk of an ini-
tial public offering, which never came 
to pass, has been replaced by headlines 
documenting an internal fraud scandal 
that cost DJI $150 million. The trade 
war between China and the U.S. hasn’t 
helped, nor has the outbreak of novel 
coronavirus Covid-19, which shut down 
the Chinese economy in January and is 
now threatening the company’s biggest 
market, the U.S.

Some of these problems stem from 
DJI’s total dominance of the drone busi-
ness. American anxieties about China’s 
influence, especially anything involving 

computers, extend naturally to the steady supply of robots 
buzzing overhead. And within the industry itself, the compa-
ny’s tireless drive to improve its products and lower prices 
has sucked so much of the profit out of the market for con-
sumer and corporate drones that even Wang has little choice 
but to fund expansions into cameras, robotics, and, most con-
troversially, drones sometimes used for surveillance by big 
companies and government bodies. As one former employee
puts it, “Frank has created a race to the bottom, and now he’s
competing against himself.”

W ang was still a college student in Hong Kong when he
started DJI in 2006, building components for remote-

controlled helicopter prototypes. He and a classmate studied 
under the guidance of Li Zexiang, a renowned Chinese 
researcher who helped them develop a tracking system for 
the devices. In 2009 the technology proved good enough to 
fly an unmanned chopper around Mount Everest. It coped 
well with the blustery, high-altitude conditions at hand. 

Following this early success, Wang began hiring young 
engineers to develop the motors, speed controllers, bod-
ies, and radio modules for what we now think of as drones. 
Early drone enthusiasts had been accustomed to soldering 
their own components, spending hours on forums to figure 
out how to get things to work, and installing and reinstalling 
clunky software. DJI managed to eliminate all of this hassle 
and deliver a product that worked out of the box. 

In 2015, DJI upended the drone market with the release of 
the Phantom 3. By then, Wang had tapped into Shenzhen’s 
manufacturing expertise to build factories that could produce 
most of a drone’s key components. The Phantom 3 added 

a built-in camera that could swivel 
and transmit video to a screen held by 
an operator. “That was a watershed 
moment,” says Ryan Tong, a former 
managing director at DJI. “They made 
it so easy. As a photographer and as a 
Chinese American, I was very proud.” 

The Phantom 3’s popularity
and DJI’s ceaseless push to release
successor devices—the Phantom 3 SE, 
the Phantom  4, the Phantom  4  Pro 
V2.0—drove out many of the compa-
ny’s competitors, especially its U.S. 
rivals. 3D Robotics Inc. in Berkeley, 
Calif., was also early to the hobbyist 
drone market. It’s raised $170 million 
over the better part of a decade, but 
eventually shifted away from making 
its own drones to focus on producing 
software that can run on DJI’s mod-
els instead. GoPro Inc., the wearable 
camera maker, thought it could expand 
into drones, but got out of the busi-
ness in 2018. (Last year, DJI rubbed it 

Current and former employees describe Wang, 
who started DJI in 2006 while still in college, as 

intensely private and obsessed with engineering
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in, releasing a GoPro-like camera called the Osmo Action.)
According to Drone Industry Insights UG, DJI now accounts
for about 77% of drone sales in the U.S. No other rival has
more than 4% of the market.

Some executives might use such dominance as a reason to
brag. Not Wang. The CEO, who has a thin build and likes to
wear a newsboy cap and distinctive round glasses, hasn’t sat
for an interview since 2016. Those close to him, including more
than two dozen current and former employees who spoke on
condition of anonymity to protect their job prospects in the
drone industry, describe him as an engineering and design
obsessive with little interest in anything else. They say that his
office is filled with objects he admires—a motorcycle, a model
plane, a massive coffee table that looks like petrified wood—
and that his favorite movie is Real Steel, the 2011 Hugh Jackman
film about fighting robots. One former employee says Wang
“dreams of the day robots can do everything.”

DJI’s hiring standards are famously strict. To prepare for a
personality quiz, employees trying to get their friends hired
advise them to pick answers that sound analytical, not artsy.
A real stumper, people who’ve taken the test say, is whether
Leonardo da Vinci is a good role model, since he’s both an
artist and an engineer. Those who seem engineering-focused
enough eventually face a hands-on challenge: soldering drone
components together. Until recently, even potential sales and
marketing hires were asked to complete this task. 

The tests don’t stop once an employee is hired. DJI has
become infamous for its competitive atmosphere. The com-
pany separates workers into groups and challenges them
to come up with rival takes on a new product. The winning
group gets the glory of seeing its ideas come to market; the
losers must help make that happen. Employees are often
asked to judge one another in surveys and to 
rate the performance of other departments. 
This data is then used to help decide sala-
ries. There are more arbitrary factors, too.
Wang once threatened to dock the pay of a
public-relations executive because Wang had
received too much attention in the media.

T he intensity of DJI’s culture is partly
a reflection of its hometown of 

Shenzhen, where the company’s fac-
tories continue to hum even as the
coronavirus outbreak may delay deliv-
eries of key raw materials. People flock
from all over China to the city of 13 mil-
lion to try to get ahead in the tech industry.
Wang found a way to tap into this vibe, givingW
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“IT USED TO BE MORE PEOPLE THAN 

ROBOTS ON THE LINE, THEN IT BECAME 

MORE ROBOTS THAN PEOPLE”

young engineers lots of freedom and responsibility. As one 
former high-ranking executive puts it, “Frank doesn’t give 
a shit about anything except technology. He wants the best 
young engineers and people who are willing to get their hands 
dirty and think up new ways to solve problems.” Among the 
consequences of this ethos are infighting and crushed morale 
for those who can’t keep up. DJI declined to comment.

Like many large Chinese companies, two people famil-
iar with the strategy say, DJI dabbles in so-called black ops, 
tactics used to attack competitors or buff its own image. In
one case, the company’s agents set up 50 fake accounts to
fill a message forum with negative comments about rival 
EHang. The forum head saw that the comments were all 
coming from a Shenzhen IP address, which pointed back to 
DJI, and demanded that the company stop its behavior. The 
company responded by telling its troll minions to keep bash-
ing, using software to cloak their locations. Pro-DJI trolls 
allegedly attempted a similar operation on YouTube, where 
they’ve been accused of smearing products from another 
rival, Yuneec. DJI declined to comment.  

Wang’s hostilities can carry over to DJI’s customers, too. 
The company’s customer service is notoriously bad. Top 
executives have been known to personally hop into customer 
complaint email chains, according to one former employee, 
where they engage in direct consumer combat, in multiple 
cases using flight data to dispute the cause of crashes in bids 
to quash refunds. Wang, according to this employee, takes 
particular umbrage with resellers like Apple Inc., which offer 
refunds with no questions asked, and vents his rage in emails 
to top executives. DJI declined to comment. 

About a 20-minute drive from the company’s headquar-
ters, its factory has the same boxy, bland look of any other 

electronics plant. But on the inside, there are 
multiple levels of automated assembly and 
test lines. Robots put the drones together 
and then set the aerial machines humming; 
the drones take off on their own by the hun-
dreds, performing a series of maneuvers 

over the course of two minutes, then land 
and continue moving down the manufac-

turing line. “It used to be more peo-
ple than robots on the line, then it 
became more robots than people,” 
says Mario Rebello, DJI’s former 

vice president for North America. Many 
of the robots used on the lines were built 

in-house to perform highly specialized 
operations. “There’s tooling on the line that 

no one else in the world has,” Rebello says.

U.S. HOBBYIST DRONE  
MARKET SHARE

Intel 3.7%

Yuneec 3.1%

Parrot 2.2%

GoPro 1.8%
3DR 1.5%

Other 10.9%

DJI 76.8%
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These pricey assembly lines ha
pany to keep up with its engineer
now produces industrial drones tha
land, spray pesticides on farms, a
take biological samples from whale
(the Snotbot). When Chinese auth
instituted a lockdown in response
coronavirus outbreak in Wuhan,
police used a DJI drone, the
Inspire, outfitted with a loud-
speaker, to warn people in the
streets to stay indoors, wear masks,
wash their hands. (Police around Eu
have also taken to flying drones to
pense coronavirus information.)

In 2018 media reports suggeste
that DJI planned to raise several hun
dred million dollars ahead of an even
tual IPO. That talk died down after th
company fired dozens of employees it accused of
inflating parts costs for personal gain. The fraud scheme 
cost DJI about $150 million, according to company state-
ments. Former employees say the parts wheeling and deal-
ing stemmed from internal chaos and a financial reporting 
system that might not pass muster with auditors. DJI copped 
to some of this in a statement it released at the time. “While 
mature companies have established the training, controls, 
and management protocols to limit these issues, DJI has in 
the past emphasized corporate growth over new internal 
processes,” the company said. 

Roger Luo, DJI’s president, says there’s no hurry to go pub-
lic. “If we IPO, there might be some restrictions. Investors 
will pay attention to profit. We want to avoid restrictions and 
focus on our passions,” he says. The company is currently 
building a monument to those passions, and Wang’s ambi-
tions: a 636-foot-tall structure with a pair of towers connected 
by a skybridge, a multistory drone test zone, and, on the first 
floor, a product showcase and battlebot arena. 

W hile it’s not recommended—or, in most places, legal—
it’s technically possible to fly DJI’s drones as high as 

4 miles into the sky. Someone in China was doing exactly 
that—and the drone almost collided with a People’s Liberation 
Army Air Force fighter jet, according to two people familiar 
with the 2016 incident, who spoke on condition of anonym-
ity because they weren’t authorized to discuss it. The fighter 
pilot landed and was furious. He asked to check footage from 
a camera mounted to the plane to see if it caught images of 
the device, which it had. The military brought the pictures to 

DJI and demanded to know whose drone it was. 
DJI said it didn’t have a database with that sort 

f specific information and could provide only a 
l idea of devices near that location, according to 
of the people familiar with the matter.
The government insisted that DJI create a type of 
air-traffic-control database that can identify and 
monitor drones flying in China. While Wang, 
according to former employees, isn’t a big fan of 
the military, he created this system rather than 
have the government try to build it, one of the 
people says. DJI’s Unmanned Traffic Controller, 

or UTC, matched the unique IDs of drones, which 
are tied to people’s phone numbers in China 

based on a black box inside them, to various 
sensors—GPS, barometer, gyroscope, and 
compass. After developing the program, DJI 

turned it over to China’s air force as a so-called 
-label product that could be branded however 

the military wanted, so as to obfuscate DJI’s involve-
ment and avoid concerns about the company working with 
the military. (Some former employees contest whether the 
near-collision spurred DJI’s development of UTC. One says 
the company had been working on the concept before 2016, 
while two people say it focused on the system later, after a 
series of drone incidents at international airports in south-
west China caused flight disruptions in 2017.) Luo declined 
to comment beyond saying he had no knowledge of the mil-
itary plane incident.

These previously unreported details underscore the con-
cerns of China hawks in the U.S., who’ve questioned how 
close Chinese drone makers are to government authorities. 
They also cut against DJI’s years of insisting these worries 
are overblown. 

Cut to 2020, and the company now sells a tracking sys-
tem similar to the one built for the Chinese military called 
AeroScope. It allows airports, nuclear power plants, and other 
sensitive locations to buy a device that can scan about 30 miles 
of airspace and detect drones in a matter of seconds. In 2015, 
DJI also hired Brendan Schulman to help navigate regulations 
and lawsuits for the nascent technology. Schulman, a Harvard-
educated lawyer, is something of a hero among drone enthusi-
asts for having defended the first instance of Federal Aviation 
Administration enforcement against a drone operator. Lately, 
Schulman, who’s now vice president for policy and legal 
affairs, has been spending much of his time reassuring peo-
ple that DJI is not spying on them. “Now we have to deal with 
skeptics and international politics and things that are some-
what outside of our control,” he says.

“NOW WE HAVE TO DEAL WITH SKEPTICS AND 

INTERNATIONAL POLITICS AND THINGS THAT ARE 

SOMEWHAT OUTSIDE OF OUR CONTROL”
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Concerns about drone surveillance also extend to
Xinjiang, a region in northwest China that human-rights
groups have described as a police state because of the
oppression, horrific abuse, and confining to camps of as
many as 1 million Uighurs, the region’s predominantly
Muslim ethnic minority. China’s foreign ministry earlier
this month dismissed reports of such abuses as attempts
to smear its counterterrorism efforts. The government also
said late last year that “students” who were undergoing “de-
radicalization training” at the camps had all “graduated.”

DJI had posted a statement on its website in 2017 outlining
a deal for “strategic cooperation” to provide police drones to
the public security bureau of Xinjiang. The announcement was
covered by local media, and the security bureau reposted it
on one of its social media accounts, but the statement disap-
peared from DJI’s website after Bloomberg Businessweek asked
about the partnership and the company now says the person
with knowledge of the agreement had left the group.

T he concerns over Chinese-made drones have also
reached a critical threshold in the U.S., with China

hawks including Republican senators Marco Rubio and
Rick Scott of Florida leading the uproar. More than a dozen
proposals to ban or restrict the use of Chinese drones by
U.S. government agencies are making their way through
Washington. The Department of the Interior, which uses
drones for wildlife conservation and inspecting infrastruc-
ture, said late last year that it would ground about 800
Chinese drones, a move that DJI said in a statement was
“politically motivated country-of-origin restrictions mas-
querading as cybersecurity concerns.” The Los Angeles
office of Immigration and Customs Enforcement said in an
agent’s bulletin that it had “moderate confidence” that DJI
was providing critical infrastructure and law enforcement
data to the Chinese government. (In a public statement, DJI
described the bulletin as being based on “false and mislead-
ing claims.”) And last May, just after the Trump administra-
tion announced its ban on tech giant Huawei Technologies
Co., the U.S. Department of Homeland Security issued an
alert warning American companies of the data security risks
posed by Chinese-made drones. 

Schulman says he’s in agreement with the DHS memo
and recommends that customers use an encrypted data link
between their drones and remote controllers. “What’s hap-
pening is the very rapid adoption of our technology has now
presented us with a need for increased data security protec-
tion,” he says. DJI is pitching itself as more secure than its
Chinese rivals and would, of course, like to sell security tech-
nology to prove it. Schulman says the company now offers
something called “local data mode,” in which the drone
exchanges no data with the internet during flights, as well
as technology that keeps data exclusively within a company
or government agency.

In the U.S., concerns about DJI’s products have done little
to discourage its customer base. Flymotion, a drone services

company based in Florida, uses its devices to support dozens 
of police departments, according to CEO Ryan English. “DJI 
owns the global market,” English says with a Southern drawl. 
“One thing about DJI is that the advanced technology you get 
for the price point is very difficult to beat.”

While companies such as GoPro and 3D Robotics have
given up on trying to compete with Wang’s company in the
consumer market, DJI still faces challenges that include on-
going patent suits from U.S. businesses and a new crop of 
startup competitors attempting to build American-made 
flying machines. Impossible Aerospace Corp., for exam-
ple, makes its drones in a Santa Clara, Calif., factory. It was 
founded by Spencer Gore, a former battery engineer at Tesla 
Inc., whose big idea was to ditch separate battery packs for 
drones, à la DJI, and instead make the batteries the basis of 
the drone’s entire body. The concept borrows from Tesla’s 
designs in that a massive battery pack makes up the base of
a car’s chassis, giving it a low center of gravity and better
handling. In this case, building a drone’s frame out of a bat-
tery meant Gore’s device could have a much bigger battery 
with a much longer life. Impossible’s drones can fly for two 
hours, compared with 30 minutes for a rival DJI product.

The first Impossible drone, the US-1, started shipping last 
year to a company that uses them to check on oil and gas leaks 
at wells in West Texas. Gore thinks police and fire departments 
will end up as Impossible’s largest initial market, because the 
long battery life makes the drone well-suited to hovering over 
a crime scene or a fire, while requiring less tending from an 
operator. “There are 18,000 municipal police departments 
and 32,000 fire departments in the U.S., and only 60 of those 
municipalities can afford helicopters,” he says. 

A rather confounding issue Impossible has faced is that 
the purchase bids put up by police and fire departments 
often have specifications that guarantee the sales will go to 
DJI. To illustrate, Gore pulls up a request for proposal for a 
drone from the Kansas Highway Patrol that lists properties 
such as flight time, cameras, and payload capacities. The 
numbers match up exactly with those of DJI’s Matrice 210. 
“If the U.S. wants to be competitive in robotics and drones, 
the least it can do to jump-start its own industrial base is 
to award government contracts to American companies or 
at least let them compete for them,” Gore says. “There are 
about 1,000 police departments receiving DHS grant dollars 
and spending them on Chinese-made, DJI-made drones. We 
are using our federal dollars to fund what could become one 
of China’s first prime contractors.”

Gore has taken to contacting the police and fire depart-
ments one by one to ask them to alter the purchase bids so 
Impossible can apply for the contracts. He’s also hired a couple 
of former police officers as part-time salesmen. Before drones, 
they sold firearms to police departments. In Washington, DJI 
has stepped up its lobbying expenditures, to a record $200,000
in the third quarter, while avoiding the kind of sanctions the
Trump administration used against Huawei. “DJI has incredible 
lobbyists,” Gore says. <BW> �With Venus Feng
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a 900-square-foot man cave that he
calls “the 19th Hole,” Eric Rosen has
installed a wet bar, high-top tables,
two rows of stadium seating, and a
retro-looking popcorn maker. On
Sundays before the novel coronavirus

invaded the world, the 49-year-old venture capitalist invited
friends over to his home in the Philadelphia suburb of Yardley
to watch the Eagles play on a 16-foot-long, 9-foot-tall screen.

But the centerpiece of the space is a little square of artifi-
cial turf that looks like a putting green in front of the screen.
His golf simulator, a custom model made by AboutGolf Global
Inc. in Kirkland, Wash., also includes a Canon projector that
delivers pictures in 4K resolution. Two cameras overhead
capture data on Rosen’s every swing, measuring the ball
speed, spin rate, and launch angle using a three-dimensional
tracking system.

Bolstered by high-speed cameras such as these, simula-
tors today can believably replicate the ball’s trajectory using
advanced flight and terrain physics. And thanks to GPS tech-
nology that maps courses down to the last inch, these vir-
tual video games also come loaded with some of the grandest
golfing destinations in the world.

Even before Covid-19 upended daily public life, those in
the golf-simulator business said the home market was driv-
ing their growth. Matt Frelich, vice president of sales for San
Diego-based TrackMan Golf, says his company has had a 50%
jump in simulator installations this year for homes vs. pro
shops or clubs. “This is the fastest-growing part of our busi-
ness by all measures,” he says.

Technology aside, the aesthetics of home simulators have
evolved over time. In an
industry where a highly
customized installation
can command a six-figure
price tag, simulators 
have become a residen-
tial showpiece. Curtains 
may have once hung 
from the ceiling to hide a 
setup when it’s not being 
used. But now compa-
nies want “to ensure our 
simulators are built into 
their home or clubhouse 
to match their design aes-
thetic,” says Jason Fierro, 
senior vice president for 
sales and marketing at 
Full Swing Golf Inc., also 
based in San Diego.

The systems make 
sense as an investment, 
at least from a golfing 
fanatic’s perspective. 

For about the same cost as a well-appointed luxury sedan, a
20-handicapper can own the sort of equipment the pros use.
Accurately recording the position of the clubface at impact
and measuring ball speed and launch angles provide infor-
mation that was once the exclusive province of teaching pro-
fessionals, but it’s exactly the sort of data many avid players
crave. And whether it’s simple target practice games for
beginners or sophisticated weight-distribution metrics for
advanced players, there appears to be something for every-
one along the spectrum of ability.

These setups may not fit in an average city apartment,
but a simulator requires less space than you might think.
The most important consideration is the ceiling—it needs
to be high to accommodate a 9-foot-tall screen, the typical
industry minimum, and to allow room for the club to swing
freely. An “impact” screen can range from 16 feet to 18 feet
wide. AboutGolf can go wider, and it also has a curved ver-
sion that extends 30 feet. Many also provide turnkey instal-
lation from first call to first swing.

Rosen chose AboutGolf, in part, because, of the four sim-
ulators he tested, he preferred its graphics package, which
offered clever solutions to the experience of playing in pix-
els. When you hit your ball behind a tree, for instance,
3D-graphic ratios let you assess your lie from a 360-degree
perspective to see not only in front and behind your ball, but
around the tree, too.

Playing some of the most famous courses in the world
from the comfort of his home was also a draw. On any given
day, Rosen can load up Pebble Beach and see just how crazy
Tiger Woods’s record-setting score was in the 2000 U.S. Open,
where he won by 15 strokes. Or, assuming September’s Ryder
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A curved simulator  
from AboutGolf

IN



$20,000
An entry-level setup from
Golfzon, the Vision Compact,
comes with a screen, a
projector, a kiosk with sensors,
and five golf courses, includ-
ing Pebble Beach and the Old
Course at St Andrews. The hit-
ting mat isn’t included but can
be purchased for $1,000 to
$1,500. A subscription of $70
per month in your first year
unlocks a total of 192 courses to
choose from.

$40,000
Full Swing’s Sport Series
includes the company’s ION 3
camera system, which measures
the ball at two points—on
impact and midflight—giving
it more data points with which
to accurately track its flight so
it looks closer to actual golf.
A cinema-quality projector is 
included, so you can turn your 
setup into an entertainment 
complex. The company also 
offers a separate virtual green 
that can mimic sloped putts.

$60,000
The No. 1 launch monitor
in professional golf is the
TrackMan 4, with more than
1,000 sold to touring pros.
Standard features include a
6,000-plus-lumen projector,
fitted enclosures for the screen,
and on-site installation and
training. A customized system
includes one that works indoors
and outdoors. And you can trade
in your old model when you’re
ready to upgrade.

$90,000+
With its picture-in-picture feature,
AboutGolf’s curved, extra-wide
screen lets you swing your clubs
on one side while your family 
watches a movie on the other. 
The system, starting at about 
$60,000, includes training aids, 
games, and videos. Even if you 
stick to a traditional flatscreen, 
though, a 4K projector will run 
from $30,000 to $60,000, and 
you’re going to want that. For real 
extravagance, try a G Max, which 
can go as wide as 120 feet. 
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Cup is postponed or canceled, he can fire up the Whistling 
Straits course at Destination Kohler in Wisconsin, or even 
“walk” the same ground as Arnold Palmer and Jack Nicklaus 
on the Old Course at St Andrews. 

The sport should be “a pleasure, not a penance,” says 
Ben Bridgers, director of golf at Pinehurst Resort in North 
Carolina, quoting the great course designer Donald Ross. 
A virtual version of the club’s legendary No. 2 course can 
be found on some of the popular simulators. Each hole is 
mapped out like a street on Google Maps, and even the sur-
rounding houses are brought into the game when an errant
drive or mishit sends the ball into a yard. “It’s a testament to
the lasting legacy of Pinehurst No. 2 that golfers would want 
to experience it even on a simulator, and we think that’s 
great,” Bridgers says.

Destinations pay as much as $15,000 to get virtually 
mapped and loaded onto one of these systems. The one 
notable course you won’t find is Augusta National Golf Club, 
home of the Masters Tournament, which hasn’t approved 
any simulated versions of its course since 2011, when it 
appeared on EA Sports’ Tiger Woods PGA Tour 12. 

Michael O’Reilly, director of golf and operations manager 
for Whistling Straits, says virtual versions of courses are all 
about increasing opportunities to play. “For more avid golf-
ers, playing these rounds on a simulator in their hometown 
can serve as the impetus for them booking a trip to experi-
ence the ‘real’ thing,” he says. 

While these innovations may be familiar to anyone who’s 
been to one of the many virtual driving ranges for an after-
work happy hour, those with an in-home simulator are also 
using theirs as a one-of-a-kind, jack-of-all-trades entertainment 
complex. Full Swing Golf, for instance, produces two models, 
the Sport Series and Pro Series, that also offer an add-on suite 
of 13 games besides golf, plus the ability to watch TV. There’s 
soccer (you take penalty kicks at the screen to score against 
the goalie), football (where you try to throw a pass for a touch-
down), basketball, baseball, bowling, and darts.

TrackMan, on the other hand, entered the simulator busi-
ness just five years ago, after a decade dominating the mar-
ket for outdoor ball-flight monitors—an estimated 90 of the
world’s top 100 golfers use its technology. As the company
moved indoors, it acquired Perfect Parallel, a gaming and
visualization startup that created the PC game Jack Nicklaus
Perfect Golf, to improve the graphics in its software. TrackMan
says it will have 100 courses for virtual play by yearend. That
might be necessary to stave off competitors such as Foresight
Sports, which uses a camera system its adherents claim is
more accurate than TrackMan’s Doppler radar technology. 

Seoul-based Golfzon, which features three models for
residential customers, expects owners to begin using the
simulators to compare data with their friends and create tour-
naments and competitions. Its ZStrict facility in Stamford,
Conn., which opened in October, already allows players to
participate in a virtual league there; as residential and com-
mercial sales increase, an e-gaming model is inevitable.  
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Even as the boundaries of “real” golf blur, the struggle to 
create an adequate virtual version of the game is genuine. 
Putting can be problematic, and though you can adjust pre-
cipitation and wind conditions to approximate course condi-
tions, rain won’t be seeping into your collar on your backswing. 
Rosen says his system simulates just about everything else in 
real golf, with one exception: At home, he always gets a perfect 
lie—there aren’t any sand traps to hit out of on the artificial turf. 

But he’s amplified the experience a little bit elsewhere. 
“I’ve got Bluetooth speakers connected to a subwoofer in the 
chairs,” Rosen says, “so during movies they vibrate.” None of 
that has much relevance when he’s playing a round of sim-
ulated golf, but there’s one moment when a big-boy sound 
system might be cool: Every golfer loves the sound of a putt 
hitting the bottom of the cup. <BW>

THE 
PRICE OF 

SIMULATION, 
IN REAL 

DOLLARS
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More and more home cooks are building up an
arsenal of oils to have on hand, whether fancy
extra-virgin olive, trendy hemp, avocado, or
argan. Now perilla is making a case for its own
pride of place.

A longtime staple in Korea, perilla oil has a
flavor akin to sesame but with a more nuanced,
nutty taste backed up by a hit of licorice. It
comes from the toasted seeds of a large, green
perilla plant common in Asia. In the U.S., it’s
also known as Chinese basil, but the leafy plant
is actually related to shiso, in the mint family.

In addition to having a captivating flavor,
the honey-colored oil is high in omega-6
and omega-9 fatty acids—good for support-
ing a healthy immune system—and omega-3s,
which have been shown to help prevent
heart attacks and inflammation. (This is the
fatty acid that made fish oil supplements a
$3 billion-and-growing industry.) “It has one
of the highest proportions of omega-3s among 
plant-based oils, almost as much as more
famous ones like flaxseed and chia,” says culi-
nary nutritionist Kristy Del Coro.

Perilla oil is also making inroads into American kitchens
as its health benefits become more well-known and interest
in global cuisines, particularly Korean, grows. Professional
cooks gravitate to it for a plush fattiness that lifts light foods
without overpowering; it works well on raw or cooked sea-
food, plus fresh vegetables. At the Hawaiian restaurant Poi

Dog in Philadelphia, Kiki Aranita pumps up ahi 
poke and dresses kale salad with it. 

“Perilla oil has an aromatic richness that 
makes it a great alternative to standard butter 
or olive oil,” says Junghyun Park, chef-owner of 
the two-Michelin-starred Atomix in New York, 
who drizzles it over sweet shrimp and tosses it 
with cucumber. He gets it from Gotham Grove,
an online source for premium Asian ingredients.
The store features an infrared-roasted oil ($36 
for 200 milliliters): “It’s like giving the seeds a 
fancy sauna,” says co-founder Jennifer Yoo. The 
infrared rays slowly toast the seeds more lightly 
and evenly than conventional methods, produc-
ing a smoother-tasting oil. (It’s also available 
through the gourmet food site Regalis.)

Park recommends experimenting with 
perilla oil’s many variations. Regular roasted 
oil is good for sautéing vegetables over moder-
ate heat or garnishing cooked ones; it also gives
an unconventional anise-flavored hit to pesto. 
The infrared-toasted oil is excellent drizzled 
on crudos, carpaccios, and other raw dishes. 
Yoo splashes avocado toast with it. Most del-

icate of all is cold-pressed, untoasted oil, which comple-
ments simple fish and steamed greens. Some health nuts 
swear by a spoonful of the raw oil as a morning regimen. 
But user, take note: Perilla oil is sensitive, so keep it refrig-
erated once opened, and use within six months. It’s so tasty, 
that shouldn’t be a problem. <BW>

SPICY PERILLA
PESTO

Courtesy of Gotham Grove

Makes about 1½ cups

1 medium jalapeño, seeded
and chopped

3 garlic cloves, chopped
½ cup pine nuts
½ cup grated Parmesan
1½ cups parsley, coarsely

chopped
1 cup basil, coarsely

chopped
Salt
⅓ cup perilla oil
¼ cup olive oil

In a blender, pulse jalapeño,
garlic, pine nuts, and cheese
to a coarse purée. Working
in batches, add parsley and
basil; pulse until combined.
Season with salt. With
blender on, slowly pour in
oils until combined. Add
more salt if necessary. Use
spicy perilla pesto with
pasta and roast chicken, fish,
and vegetables.

Perilla oil is a sophisticated  
substitute  in salads and sautés 

By Kate Krader
Photograph by Ted and Chelsea Cavanaugh

The Light Fantastic
INSIDER INGREDIENT



For some the ultimate adventure is up in the stars. (See: Musk, 
Branson, Bezos.) For Texas businessman Victor Vescovo, the 
trip of a lifetime is a dive to the deepest known point on our 
own planet, the bottom of the Marianas Trench.

For $750,000 per person, Vescovo will take guests down 
35,843 feet in Limiting Factor, his $37 million Triton 36,000/2 
submarine, whose depth capacity is more than 100 times that 
of the typical superyacht submersible.

“Nobody gets more remote than this,” says Rob McCallum, 
founding partner of EYOS Expeditions, which is helping to 
plan and manage the trips to Challenger Deep, as this loca-
tion is called. Almost 7 miles beneath the water’s surface, it’s 
seen fewer human visitors than the International Space Station.

Just getting to the right patch of the Pacific requires an 
intrepid spirit. Guests sail roughly 200 miles southwest from 
Guam on Pressure Drop, a 224-foot-long research vessel, 
bunked in with scientists, a film crew, and technical experts. 
Basic comforts include a chef, mess hall, and rooftop bar for 
“strategic thinking exercises and international alcohol evalua-
tions,” as McCallum puts it. Once there, they pair up with pilots 
to make roughly 12-hour dives—four hours down, three to four 
hours at the bottom, and four hours up—to a place so deep 
that its exterior pressure would feel like having five jumbo jets 
parked on your chest. The eight-day itinerary, which includes 
three dives and three rest days (during which the submarine’s 

oxygen system is refilled and ballasts reloaded), is so far still
scheduled for two slots in May, with the first already sold out.

For Vescovo this type of extreme adventure has become
a matter of habit. The co-founder of Insight Equity
Holdings LLC, a private equity firm in Dallas, has climbed
Mount Everest and skied across both poles, and he was the
first person to reach the bottom of all five oceans. He’s taken
solo trips to Challenger Deep twice so far since creating his
own undersea technology and exploration company, Caladan
Oceanic, in 2015. That puts him in an elite group: Only three
people, including filmmaker James Cameron, had visited the
ocean’s deepest spot before him.

Taking the trip as a guest will offer a more contemplative
experience than Vescovo’s past dives, during which he main-
tained laser-sharp focus on mission control. “The first thou-
sand feet is the most anxious time,” he says, about what’s
essentially an extreme elevator ride. “That’s when you go 
from one atmospheric pressure to 30.” If something is going 
to go wrong with the sub, it’s probably then. “Once you get 
past a thousand feet or two, it starts to get really dark really 
quickly,” Vescovo says. “Then it’s just really peaceful, and 
there’s virtually no sense of motion in any direction. You 
aren’t weightless like you are in space, but there’s no sense 
you are falling down or even turning slightly.”

Bringing paying guests along is a way to fund and facili-
tate private science activities. As divers reach the bottom of 
the trench, they become “mission specialists,” using the ship’s 
manipulator arm system to retrieve rocks and other samples 
from the frigid seabed. Of particular interest: bacterial colo-
nies called “microbial mats” that can later be studied in labs. 
“Biologists are fascinated by it, because if we find life-forms on 
other planets, it could be something like that,” Vescovo says.

A special thrill is witnessing an animal, such as a tentacled 
sea cucumber, or Eurythenes plasticus, a small, shrimplike crea-
ture. “It’s likely you’ll see a new species,” he says.

Safety, he adds, is not an issue, and participating doesn’t 
require physical training either, though there is a weight 
restriction of 220 pounds per person. But the experience 
is intense. Passengers should prepare to be in a very con-
fined, pitch-dark space for hours—the entire sub is only 15 feet 
by 6.2 feet by 12.2 feet, encasing an even smaller spherical 
cockpit. Bathroom facilities consist of special bags and bot-
tles. As the depth gauge ticks deeper, spectral creatures drift 
past the three acrylic viewports, and everything quiets into a 
soundtrack of radio static, whirring fans, and beating hearts.

The reward comes when you take a moment to realize 
“you are on the tip of the spear of exploration, on a great 
adventure that maximizes the capabilities of human tech-
nology,” Vescovo says. “James Cameron told me to, at some 
point, take 10 or 15 minutes, and turn off the thrusters, and 
literally stop and appreciate just how deep you are and where 
you are. I did exactly that. I reclined in my pilot seat and ate 
a tuna fish sandwich and watched the bottom go by. It was 
awesome.” Trips depart May 15 (sold out) and May 27; email 
info@eyos.com to book. <BW>
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While billionaires vie for the stars, 
you could be eating a sandwich on 

the ocean floor. By Fran Golden

Space 
Can Wait

TRAVEL Bloomberg Pursuits March 30, 2020

The Limiting Factor submarine (foreground)
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“Don’t mention the elephant in the
room,” Scott Sartiano says on a Friday
in March, standing on the carpentry-
littered main floor of Zero Bond, his
new private members’ club.

The pachyderm in question is a
large, stainless-steel statue, which an
artist friend just dropped off. Its future
seems uncertain. Although not without
panache, it’s maybe at odds with the
muted grays and greens of the space
taking shape around it.

“I call it ‘New York dark,’” Sartiano,
45, says of the color scheme. He’s relax-
ing in a velvet armchair, wearing suede
Loro Piana loafers and a black John
Varvatos jacket covered in white hair
from the three rescue dogs who share
his Flatiron District apartment with his 
wife, Allie, and their 2-year-old son.

As soon as the hammering stops (and 
city quarantining lifts), Sartiano aims
for Zero Bond to be a refuge where an
invitation-only downtown elite can come 
to get away from the hoi polloi.

For this select smattering of artistic 
types, pro athletes, and figures from 
the business and entertainment worlds, 
there will be places to eat and hold dis-
creet meetings. A bar offers escape, and 
there’s a roof space to soak up the sun.

The other, metaphorical elephant 
in the room is Soho House. Founded in 
London in 1995, it now has more than 
two dozen locations in nine countries. 
Its success has fueled a boom in private 
members’ clubs, which were once asso-
ciated with fusty patricians but are now 
modern hubs for young, affluent, and 
creative professionals.

Is Zero Bond, which is named after 
the address of the multi-tenant building 
it occupies, merely an imitator?

“Soho House is an incredible busi-
ness, but the audience I’m going 
for wants something different,”
Sartiano says. “My place is a bit more
community-based, a smaller audience.”

Zero Bond members will have access 
to 20,000 square feet over two floors 
and the roof deck, and dining options 
will include a grill room, an omakase 
bar, and a cafe. Sartiano is especially 
proud of the “bump outs” on the sushi 
counter, designed so groups of three can 
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Nightlife wizard Scott Sartiano conjures  
up an exclusive members’ club for when we’re  

finally done with distancing
By Ben Widdicombe  

Photograph by Laurel Golio

The New  
Hanging Out

Sartiano



talk with one another without craning
their necks. “I heard there was an epi-
sode of Curb Your Enthusiasm about how
it’s so hard to talk at sushi bars,” he says.

There will also be a screening room,
as well as a “library”—a long room lined
with glass shelves like magazine racks,
showcasing picture books from pub-
lisher Assouline, which is “curating” the
space. Sartiano says cultural program-
ming may include events such as kids’
games in the mornings, wine tastings
and stand-up comedy in the evenings,
and an annual Oscars viewing party.

What makes his model unique,
he says, will be the small but racially
and professionally varied community,
established by the membership commit-
tee, who’ll want to meet one another.
“I’m doing a New York version of the
London social club,” Sartiano says. “And
New York is about diversity.”

“When people go out and have a
great time, they don’t say it’s ‘because
George Clooney was 50 feet away from
me,’ ” he adds. “Usually, it’s ‘because
I met people I would have never met
before, and they were so cool, and now
we’re new friends.’ That is what I aspire
this place to be.”

His partners include fitness behe-
moth Equinox; Greg O’Hara, the founder
and senior managing director of pri-
vate equity firm Certares Management
LLC; Jamie Reuben, a British finan-
cier; and Naguib Sawiris, an Egyptian
billionaire. Sartiano is confident his
vision will succeed, even amid a surge
of interest in the New York private club
market by competitors. These include
the Norwood Club, which opened in
Chelsea in 2007, and newcomers such
as London-based businessman Robin
Birley, who’s planning a supper club for
the Upper East Side.

Sartiano estimates that at first the
club will accept 1,000 to 2,000 mem-
bers. Annual dues are $3,000, plus a
$500 initiation fee. (By comparison:
Soho House costs from $1,100 to $3,400
annually, depending on how many
clubs in the network you want to access;
a yearly membership to all 16 locations
of the Wing, a club for professional
women, is $2,700.)

Founding members include former
NBA power forward David Lee and his
wife, Caroline Wozniacki, a world No. 1
tennis player who retired in January.

“For our group of friends now, the
idea of going to a nightclub until 5 in the
morning isn’t what we’re looking to do,”
Lee said over the phone from Zanzibar,
where he and his family were shooting
an adventure show for the Discovery
Channel. “This kind of fills a void for me,
because my idea of a perfect evening is
to go grab a good dinner with friends,
and to enjoy a great atmosphere and
have a bottle of wine. And get out of
there by 12:30.”

The real draw, Lee said, is that “it’s
an exclusive thing to become a member
of. It’s not about how much money you

have, it’s about the coolness factor.”
Sartiano certainly knows about cool.

A lithe former tennis instructor who
moved to New York from North Carolina
to attend Columbia in 1992, he drifted
into club promoting and discovered he
had a talent for it. After working his way
up with the venues Life and Spa, he and
then-business partner Richie Akiva had
their first hit with Butter, a restaurant on
Lafayette Street. Butter defined celebrity
scene-making in the early 2000s, earned
a reputation for its cocaine-fueled clien-
tele, and brought Sartiano high-profile
pals and girlfriends. (A 2006 article in
the New York Post described him as “the
former man snack” of Lindsay Lohan,
Ashlee Simpson, and Ashley Olsen.)

In 2008, with two other partners,
Sartiano and Akiva opened 1Oak in the
Meatpacking District. The name, mean-
ing “one of a kind,” was a misnomer: The
brand expanded to include outposts in

Dubai, Las Vegas, Mexico City, Tokyo, 
and Aspen, Colo. By 2018, Sartiano was
a celebrity, at least in the New York
gossip columns, which delighted in
chronicling his romantic life. And the 
tabloids pounced when he fell out with
Akiva that year and sued him for $15 mil-
lion, alleging Akiva misled him about 
their business’s finances. (Speaking to 
reporters at the time, a spokesman for
Akiva called the claims “baseless” and
“defamatory.” The case is ongoing.)

In 2017, with partners not including 
Akiva, Sartiano opened a fast-casual 
grain bowl restaurant called Broken 
Coconut. It had a menu heavy on vegan 
yogurt and avocado toast.

The first of its three locations is
near Zero Bond, as well as a brick-and-
mortar Goop. Gigi Hadid moved into a 
$4 million pad at 10 Bond St. in 2016; 
Kristen Stewart bought a $5.6 million
loft nearby the following year.

But the 19th century club building, 
whose cute Bond Street address
is essentially the drag name of
670 Broadway, was there before the 
neighborhood’s newly cool designa-
tion. Sartiano doesn’t own the five-
story, 70,000-square-foot building but 
says renovations for the floors he’s leas-
ing cost “in the ballpark of $15 million.” 

In 1874 the red-brick redoubt housed 
a Brooks Brothers store and garment
factory. Zac Posen, the label’s current
creative director, who’s also a founding 
club member, is designing staff uni-
forms in a nod to that history.

Taken together, the neighborhood 
paints a cohesive picture of today’s 
wealthy urban creatives: vegan yogurt, 
boutique fitness, and memberships
to various private communities for
networking and socializing.

“It used to be it took a year or 
18 months to hear about what the cool 
spot was in New York, but now, with 
social media, you don’t have that lux-
ury,” says Sartiano, who’s banned social 
posting from the club and will allow cell-
phone use only in certain areas.

“So how do you get that back? You 
have to say, ‘I’m putting up a gate, I’m 
building a wall, and there’s criteria to 
get inside.’” <BW>
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“I’m doing a  
New York version  

of the London  
social club. And  

New York is  
about diversity”



Marie Kondo, the
goddess of tidying up,

turns her gaze
to the daily grind

By Bret Begun
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Marie Kondo’s Joy at Work arrives at an awkward time. What
does it mean to be “at work” now that we’re social distancing?
And how would one find “joy” in anything, save for the fact
that it’s 11:08 a.m., I’m writing this in my pajamas, and I’m
somewhere between second breakfast and first lunch? It’s
not Kondo’s fault that her book is being published during a
pandemic, but it’s impossible not to read it in that context.
Work is changing fundamentally right now for hundreds of
millions of people around the world.

Joy at Work isn’t a manual for service-sector employees
who may not have paid sick leave and could find themselves
needing guidance on how to make the best of economic ruin.
When Kondo refers to “work,” she’s talking about white-collar
types who are likely to receive a bimonthly paycheck without
much disruption. Her book is for people who seem generally
discombobulated—whose own messes present no logic even
to their creators—and are searching for remedial organiza-
tional tools. In the first chapter we meet Aki, who routinely
has trouble finding a pen. How is Aki going to stay employed
in the coming months? One of the benefits of being in an
office is that the collective gaze of disapproval forces us to
get our s--- together.

Kondo’s first book, The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up,
has been translated into 40 languages and has sold more
than 11 million copies since 2011. The 2019 Netflix series has
been shown in 190 countries. Kondo’s premise is simple:
Being more organized will make you happier, and if
you’re happier, you’ll have a better life. You organize
by discarding anything that doesn’t “spark joy.” No 
task is too mundane for examination. Kondo suggests 
folding your socks as opposed to balling them 
up, for example, because their holiday in 
your drawer is the only time they’re not 
under stress. She introduced me to a new 
dimension of fastidiousness that I’m either 
trapped by or thriving in. I had hoped Joy 
at Work would do for my desk what Tidying 
Up did for my closets. 
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Written with Stretch author Scott Sonenshein, an 
 organizational psychologist and business school professor 
at Rice University, Joy at Work offers 200-plus pages of advice 
about the benefits of tidying your physical and digital work-
space and figuring out how to make meetings and network-
ing less onerous. Any thought one gives to being happier at 
work is helpful, but to answer the obvious question, no, I 
can’t say that the book sparked joy. 

The advice is often rote—“Be especially careful with the 
‘reply all’ button. If you have a clarifying question that’s only 
applicable to the sender, then ask the sender only”—or not 
all that relevant in an apocalypse: There’s a lot of emphasis 
on using index cards but no mention of Slack or Zoom. And 
the conclusions sometimes imbue cleanliness with a great 
deal of transformative power. Mifuyu cleaned her desk and 
became “far more stable emotionally. Not long before, she’d 
been diagnosed with depression due to overwork and had 
had to take sick leave. Tidying up, however, seemed to have 
restored her emotional equilibrium.” In another instance, 
“Lisa’s relationship with her son dramatically improved, she 
lost 15 pounds within a month of tidying her decisions, and 
she gained a rekindled sense of optimism.” 

I believe Mifuyu. I’m excited for Lisa! But I’m not getting 
to the other side of this pandemic without putting on a solid 
15, and the prospect of leaving my apartment only to buy 
produce is not inspiring optimism. These are the realities of 
work now, no matter how disciplined we are at sorting our 
komono (“miscellaneous items”). I wish the book had left me 
with something to look forward to once things return to nor-
mal. But who working in an office doesn’t already know about 
the perils of multitasking, the time suck that is email, or the 
fact that 62% of your LinkedIn connections are random mar-
keting dudes from Cincinnati? The truth is that most people 
have no control over their workday, and paring down our 
paper clips probably isn’t going to change that. 

When we’re back in the office, however, I’m going to apply 
a few tips I learned about meetings. My favorite comes from 
Tony, a “midlevel employee,” who tells his boss, “If I go to 
this meeting, it will detract from work that actually adds value 

to our shareholders.” I plan to say this verbatim, even 
though Bloomberg LP is a private company, and I hope 
to look feral enough from self-quarantine that my col-

leagues just let it go. �

Can Work 
Be Fixed?
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Hedon helmets are a stylish way to stay safe  
on the road. Photograph by Janelle Jones

A Happy PlaceIt’s fitting that 
motorcycle helmet 
maker Hedon 
takes its name 
from the ancient 
Greek hedonists, 
who believed they 
gained knowledge 
by experiencing 
pleasure through 
the senses. This 
sentiment—
the visceral 
understanding of 
speed, freedom, and 
individuality—is 
gospel to bikers. 
Hedon makes all of 
its shells by hand 
from resin-saturated 
carbon fibers and 
fiberglass. The 
open- or full-
faced options 
(where the chin 
is covered, as 
in this $759 
Heroine Racer) 
are molded 
piecemeal 
and baked in 
a proprietary 
“autoclave machine,” 
which cements their 
signature form.

THE COMPETITION
• The Illinois-made 
Bell Bullitt ($420) is 
inspired by the Bell 
Star helmets that 
dominated off-road 
riding—and parking 
spots in front of 
street cafes—in the 
1960s and ’70s. It’s 
the go-to choice for 
low-profile style, with 
a leather interior 
and reliable, safe 
construction.

• The Japanese 
company Arai 
has been making 
helmets since the 
1950s, earning 
respect for their 
edgy looks and 
technological 
functionality. In 
the Signet-X (from 
$680), massive air 
vents are so user-
friendly they can be 
opened with gloved 
fingers. 

• For Harley-
Davidson’s $425 
Vanocker J08 
modular helmet, 
ample venting at 
the top, mouth, and 
rear of the headgear 
combine with a 
moisture-wicking 
and washable liner. 
It’s slightly tinted for 
both day and night 
riding, with a bubble 
shield to increase 
visibility. 

THE CASE
Getting a handmade 
motorcycle helmet
off the rack is
almost unheard-of. 
But that level of 
customization 
allows Hedon to 
accurately match 
its brain bucket to 
your preferences. 
On the outside, 
the hand-painted 
Heroine Racer, with 
a glossy or matte 
varnish, is trimmed 
with metal hardware 
and Spanish calfskin. 
There are five colors 
and tinted visors 
available—this 
option, metallic ash 
and coffee haze, 
looks smart for 
either a man or a 
woman. Ventilation 
comes via three 
channels across the 
chin and three on the 
forehead to prevent 
fogging. And the 
helmet possesses an 
almost supernatural 
lightness: A medium 
size weighs 
1,080 grams, or less 
than 2.5 pounds. 
(Sizing is determined 
by measuring 
your head in 
inches, regardless 
of gender.) The 
helmet’s advanced 
technology, 
combined with its 
classic materials, is
a pleasure indeed.
$759; hedon.com



By Joe Nocera

Brynien v.
Daines, et al.

Case #8853/2009
N.Y. Supreme Court

Can Health-Care Workers Be
Forced to Take a Vaccine?

① THE ORIGIN In late March 2009 the H1N1 virus—aka swine flu—first appeared
in California. Within a month the first Americans began to die from the virus. In
June the World Health Organization and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention had declared it a pandemic. As the death toll mounted, companies
scrambled to come up with a vaccine. By early fall, it was ready.

② THE SUIT Dr. Richard Daines, a former New York state health commis-
sioner, ordered every health-care worker to be vaccinated against the virus.
If they didn’t do so by Nov. 30, they could be fired. The New York State Public
Employees Federation and three nurses led by Lorna Patterson, an emer-
gency room nurse at the Albany Medical Center, sued Daines, claiming he’d
exceeded his authority in issuing his order. Besides, Patterson said at a news
conference, “it takes away from our freedom of choice.”

③ THE RULING On Oct. 16, to the surprise of many, acting Justice Thomas
McNamara of the New York State Supreme Court issued a stay, which prevented
Daines’s mandate from going into effect. One argument that appeared to sway
the judge was that the vaccine had been raced into production without proper
testing. The nurses, their lawyer said after the stay was issued, “feel very
strongly that they are being set up to be guinea pigs.”

④ THE OUTCOME The case never did get to trial. A few weeks later, New
York Governor David Paterson suspended the mandatory vaccinations. The
reason? A shortage of vaccines. The federal government was able to supply only
one-fifth of the vaccines it had promised. In the end, swine flu made 60 mil-
lion Americans sick; there were 273,000 hospitalizations and 12,400 deaths. 
But because this decade-old case was never resolved, we still don’t know 
whether a state official can mandate citizens to be vaccinated. With the anti-
vax movement being what it is, you can rest assured we’ll see more cases like
this one as soon as a vaccine for the new coronavirus becomes available. <BW> 
�Nocera is a columnist for Bloomberg Opinion

● That didn’t take
long: Among the 2,421
people stranded on
the Grand Princess off
the coast of California
after the coronavirus
swept through the 
ship, a half-dozen 
have already sued 
Princess Cruise Lines 
Ltd. More lawsuits are 
sure to come. 

● The Theranos angle:
On March 9, Fortress
Investment Group LLC
sued BioMérieux SA,
which is working on
a Covid-19 vaccine,
claiming patents it 
bought from Theranos 
were being violated. 
BioMérieux denied 
the allegation. After a 
backlash, Fortress said 
it would offer royalty-
free licenses. So 
Theranos’s technology 
isn’t worthless after all. 
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03-IB20-1309

One World, One Account

Margin loans from Interactive Brokers are for the purpose of transacting in investment products. Interactive Brokers (U.K.) Limited is authorised 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. FCA Register Entry Number 208159. Your account is cleared and carried by Interactive Brokers 
LLC and for certain limited products by Interactive Brokers (U.K.) Limited. Interactive Brokers LLC is regulated by the US SEC and CFTC and 
is a member of the SIPC (www.sipc.org) compensation scheme. Only FCA-regulated products carried by Interactive Brokers (U.K.) Limited 
are covered by UK FSCS. Certain financial products are not suitable for all investors. Customers should read the relevant risk warnings before 
investing. Your capital is at risk and your losses may exceed the value of your original investment. Supporting documentation for any claims 
and statistical information will be provided upon request.[1] Annual Percentage Rate (APR) on USD margin loan balances as of 05 March 2020. 
Interactive Brokers calculates the interest charged on margin loans using the applicable rates for each interest rate tier listed on its website. For 
additional information on margin loan rates, see interactivebrokers.co.uk/interest. Interactive Brokers may impose a minimum monthly activity fee. 
Other fees may apply: ibkr.co.uk/fees. Margin loan rates and credit interest rates are subject to change without prior notice.

Start Trading Today! ibkr.co.uk/interest

IBKR charges 2.59%

for a USD 100,000 margin loan
1

Trading on margin is only for sophisticated investors with 

high risk tolerance. You may lose more than your initial investment.




